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1. Introduction 
Nerode et al. [ 131 showed that a correct concurrent program can be viewed as a 
winning strategy in a suitably defined two player game played between the Programmer 
and the Computer in which the program specification is defined by the rules of the game 
together with the winning condition. This gives rise to the question as to whether there 
are useful algorithms to extract (provably) winning strategies in these games, which 
then yield (provably correct) concurrent programs. 
Now these games can be described in Rabin’s S2S, the monadic second-order theory 
of two successors. Decision procedures for the latter show that such algorithms exist. 
But past available decision methods were too cumbersome to use, even in simple 
cases. Successively simpler game-based decision procedures for S2S were provided by 
[5,19,20]. In 1993, based on these papers, McNaughton [8] introduced a class of two 
player infinite games which are played on a finite graph and have an especially lucid 
decision procedure for extraction of winning strategies. 
The games considered in [ 131 can be viewed as a slight variant of Bi.ichi-Landweber 
games [2]. We give clean algorithms for the equivalence of McNaughton games and 
Bi.ichi-Landweber games. This allows the McNaughton algorithm to be used to extract 
(provably) winning strategies, and therefore (verifiably correct) concurrent programs 
via the Nerode-Yakbnis-Yakhnis paradigm. 
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But this is not the only potential use for clean, understandable, decision methods 
for S2S. Many problems in computer science have been shown to be decidable by 
reduction to S2S (see [14] and the references there), and decision methods in Discrete 
Event Systems and in Hybrid Systems use them as well. To locate the latter literature, 
see any recent Proceedings of the CDC. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we shall formally define Biichi- 
Landweber and McNaughton games and show that these two games are equivalent. In 
Section 3, we shall show how extraction of winning strategies in McNaughton games 
can be used to extract concurrent programs by showing how McNaughton games can be 
used to solve the so-called Producer-Consumer Problem. Then in Section 4, we shall 
give a detailed analysis of the complexity of extracting winning LVR strategies for 
McNaughton games. Finally in Section 5, we shall show that in a number of special 
cases the extraction of winning strategies for McNaughton games can be extremely 
efficient. 
Briefly, a McNaughton game 9~ is a game played by two players Red and Black 
on a directed bipartite finite graph G = (V, E). Here E is the set of directed edges 
of G and V is the set of vertices of G. We assume that the set of vertices V of G 
is partitioned into two sets, V,, the set of red nodes, and VB, the set of black nodes, 
and all directed edges of G either connect a red node to black node or a black node 
to a red node. Moreover, we assume that there is at least one directed edge out of 
each node. A play p of the game consists of alternating moves of Red and Black 
where Red, given a red node fir E VR, lists a black node qb which can be reached by 
following an edge out of q,. and where Black, given a black node qb E V,, lists a red 
node II: which can be reached by following an edge out of vb. A play p starts with 
some node 9 E V. Thus for example if q is a black node, then Black will start the play 
and the play p will produce a sequence of nodes p = (q = qb, , q,, , ?jb2, yrz, .) where 
qr, are red nodes for all i, ?,b, are black nodes for all i, and (qr,, yb,,, ) and (qb,, v], ) are 
edges of E for all i. 
There are two other components to the McNaugton game 9~. First we specify a set 
S c V of signijcunt nodes. We let 2’ denote the set of all subsets of S. This given, 
we define the perm set of play a play p = (~0, ~1, ~2,. . .) by 
perm( p) = {r E S : v = ?/i for infinitely many i}. (1) 
The final component of our McNaughton game 9~ is a set Q C 2’ which we call 
the set of winning sets. We then say that for any play p, 
Black wins p 1 perm(p) E Q. (2) 
Thus formally a McNaughton game 9~ is a triple (G, S, Q), where G = ( V, E) is a 
directed bipartite finite graph as described above, SC V, and .Q C 2’. 
Next we define strategies and winning strategies for McNaughton games. That is, 
assume Black always plays first. A strategy for Black is a function f : (V, x VR)<“’ x 
V, + VR such that for all initial segments of a play of (qb, , qr,, . . , qbt, ylrk, qbr+, ) of 
9,+1, f(o’!b, 2 YY, 3. . . > vbn, rlri, vbi+, >> = fh+, where h+, E VR and (vbi+, t h+, ) E E. Here 
for any set C, C<“, denotes the set of all finite sequences from C. We say that B 
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follows the strategy f during a play p = (qbl,qr,,qbZ, VP,,. . .), if for all k, yrk+, = 
f((qb, 3 %I 2.. .> qbl+,)). Then we say f is a winning strategy for Black if Black wins 
all plays p such that Black follows f during the play p, no matter how Red plays. 
Strategies and winning strategies for Red are defined in a similar manner. 
Note that when Black is following a strategy f during a play p, Black’s next move 
at any give point in the play can, in principle, depend on the entire history of the play 
up to that point. McNaughton showed that there is a class of strategies called LVR 
strategies which depend only on a certain limited amount of information about the 
order in which the significant nodes were visited during the play which suffice to solve 
such games. That is, given a McNaughton game C!?M = (G, S, Sz) with an underlying 
graph G = (V,E), define Wina (%z,(%~)) to be the set of all nodes PI in V 
such that there is a LVR strategy & for Black (Red) such that Black (Red) wins all 
plays p such that p starts at r~ and Black (Red) follows fU. For any set A C V, we 
say that f is a winning LVR strategy from a set A C_ V for a pluyer P if f is a LVR 
strategy and in any play p = (qo,ql,. . .) where P follows f and y. E A, P wins. In 
[8], McNaughton proved the following. 
Theorem 1.1. Let $3~ = (G,S,Q) where G = (V,E) be u McNuughton game. Then 
Win,(%,) and WinR(gM) partition V. Moreover, there is an algorithm which runs 
in O(clsllSI!I V13) steps to find Wine(9M) and Win,(ge,) for some constant c. 
Moreover, implicit in McNaughton’s proof of Theorem 1.1 is a procedure to actually 
extract the winning L VR strategy for Black from Wine(Y,+, ) and the winning LVR 
strategy for Red from WinR(%M ). 
As mentioned above, our main interest in McNaughton’s games is in the algorithm 
to extract winning strategies since winning strategies can be viewed a correct concur- 
rent programs via the Nerode-Yakhnis-Yakhnis paradigm. The extraction of winning 
strategies also has applications to extracting control automaton for hybrid systems. 
McNaughton did not formally analyze the complexity of constructing the required LVR 
winning strategies for Black and Red. The main result of this paper is a careful analy- 
sis of the complexity of extracting such strategies. We show that with appropriate data 
structures, one can construct the sets Wins(F3~) and Wing and the required L VR 
winning strategies in Lo(21’I (S] IEl ISI ! ) steps. Moreover, we shall show that in many 
special cases such as when the class of winning sets is an interval, i.e. when Q = 
(2 : Zr C_ Z C 22) for some sets ZI C ZZ C S, one can construct the sets WinB(%M) and 
WinR(3M) and the required LVR winning strategies in fl( ISI IEI ) steps. Thus in many 
special cases we can extract winning strategies in a very efficient manner. 
2. Games: definitions and equivalences 
In this section we shall define two classes of infinite games. We first introduce 
Biichi-Landweber games [2]. Bi.ichi-Landweber games were introduced to solve certain 
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problems which arose in the study of the monadic second-order theory of arithmetic. 
Then we shall introduce McNaughton games which first appeared in McNaughtons’s 
1993 paper [8]. Our interest in McNaughton games is due to the fact that there is an 
efficient algorithm to extract winning strategies for such games. After giving the basic 
definitions of Biichi-Landweber and McNaughton games, we shall end this section by 
proving that these games are essentially equivalent. 
B&hi-Landweber games 
A Biichi-Landweber game is an infinite game played between two players, Player I 
and Player II. There are 3 components of a Bi.ichi-Landweber game GBL. First a play of 
the game consists of an infinite alternation of moves by Player I who lists an element 
from an alphabet 1 and Player II who lists an element from an alphabet J. Thus a 
play p of the game results in an infinite sequence p = (il ,jl, i2, i2, j2,. . .) where ik E I 
and jk E J for all k > 0. An initial segment of a play p of the form (ii, ji , . . . , kin) 
or (ii&,..., i,,) will be called a partial play. The second component of a Biichi- 
Landweber game is a finite state automation A = (C, U, ~0, $) where C = I x J is the 
input alphabet, U is the set of states, uo is the initial state, and $: C x U -+ ZJ is the 
transition function. We use the finite automaton A to associate to each play p of our 
game an infinite sequence of states 
where W(P) = $((il,jl),uo>,u2(~) = $((i2,h),u1(~)), W(P) = 1c/((k_h),~2(p)), etc. 
We then define the permset of a play p, perm(p), by 
perm(p) = {u E U: u = Ui(p) for infinitely many i}. (3) 
The third and final component of a Btichi-Landweber game is a set 52 C 2’ which we 
call the set of winning conditions. Here 2 ’ denotes the set of all subsets of U. Sz is 
used to define which player wins a play p of the game by declaring that 
Player I winsp I perm(p) E Q. (4) 
Thus formally a Biichi-Landweber game GEL is a 4-tuple (I, J,A, a), where I and J 
are finite alphabets, A = (I x J, U, ~0, $) is a finite automaton, and 52 C 2”. 
A strategy 6 for Player I in a Biichi-Landweber game GBL is a map from (I x J)<” 
into I. The idea is that a strategy 6 gives the next move of Player I for any given partial 
play of even length. That is, Player I, given a partial play (ii, ji, . . , ik,jk) where i, E I 
and j, E J for Y = l,..., k, would next list 6(((ii, ji ), . . . , (ik,jk))) if he was following 
the strategy S. Similarly a strategy for Player II is map y: (I x J)<“’ x I -+ J. We say 
6 is winning strategy for Player I if whenever Player I follows the strategy 6, Player I 
wins no matter how Player II plays. A winning strategy y for Player II is defined 
similarly. 
McNaughton games 
A McNaughton game gM is a game played by two players Red and Black on a 
directed bipartite finite graph G = (V, VB, VR,E). Here E is the set of directed edges 
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of G and V is the set of vertices of G. We assume that the set of vertices V of G 
is partitioned into two sets, VR, the set of red nodes, and V,, the set of black nodes, 
and all directed edges of G are all of the form (qb,!I,) or (sr,qb) where qI E VR 
and rjb E Vs. Moreover, we assume that for each red node qr E V, there is at least 
one black node r’lb E VB such that (q,.,qb) E E and vice versa for each black node 
qb E V,, there is at least one red node rjr E VR such that (qb,&) E E. A play p 
of the game consists of alternating moves of Red and Black where Red, given a red 
node rlr E V,, lists a black node rjb which can be reached by following an edge out 
of yr and where Black, given a black node ?Ib E V,, lists a red node r$ which can be 
reached by following an edge out of qb. A play p starts with some node r~ E V. If 
q is a red node, then Red will start the play and the play p will produce a sequence 
of nodes p = (11 = vlr,, )Ib,, ylr2, vbz,. . .) where 6, are red nodes for all i, ylb, are black 
nodes for all i, and (qT,, qb,) and (vb,, ‘I~,+, ) are edges of E for all i. If rl is black 
node, then Black will start the play and the play p will produce a sequence of nodes 
p = (tl = ?‘/b,,%-,,~b2,%2,... ) where ?jb, are black nodes for all i, q, are red nodes for 
all i, and (qb,, yl,., ) and (a,, qb,,, ) are edges of E for all i. As with Biichi-Landweber 
games a partial play of 93~ is defined to be an initial segment of some play of BM. 
There are two other components to the McNaugton game BM. First we specify a 
set SC_ V of significant nodes. This given, we define the perm set of play a play 
P = (ro,r1>~2,...) by 
perm( p) = (7 E S : q = P/i for infinitely many i}. (5) 
The final component of our McNaughton game 3~ is a set Q C 2s which we call the 
set of winning sets. We then say that for any play p, 
Black winsp w perm(p) E Sz. (6) 
Thus formally a McNaughton game 9~ is a triple (G, S, Sr), where G = (V, VB, V,, E) 
is a directed bipartite finite graph as described above, S G V, and s2 C 2s. 
Strategies for McNaughton games are defined in much the same manner as we 
defined strategies for Biichi-Landweber games. That is, assume Black always plays 
first. A strategy for Black is a function f : (Vs x VR)<(” x VB -+ VR such that for 
all partial plays (vb,, h,. . , vbp? v]rk, qbk+, ) of %.fT f((vb, vr,, . . , vbi, vrA, vbk+, )) = vii+, 
where rrh+, E J’R and (vbk+, , Q,,,) E E. We say that B follows the strategy f during a 
play p = (vb,, vr,, vbIy vr2,. . .) if for all k ylrk+, = f((?b, > rlr, 3 ‘. ., qbn+, )). Then we say 
f is a winning strategy for Black if Black wins all plays p such that Black follows 
f during the play p, no matter how Red plays. 
It will be useful for our results in Sections 4 and 5 to define two subclasses of 
strategies for Black. First we say that f is a no memory strategy for Black if the 
value of f depends only on the last node in the sequence. That is, f is a no memory 
strategy for Black if for all partial plays p = (qb, , qr,, . . . , t’fbA, qrA, qbn+, ) and p’ = 
(lrb, 3 f&Y.. * 9 $I,2 s:,v;,+, )3 
b+i = vi,,, implies f(p) = RP’). 
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Next we want to define what McNaughton terms LVR strategies, which are anal- 
ogous to the latest appearance record of Gurevich and Harrington [5]. First we must 
define the last visitation record of any partial play (VI,. . , Q) of 3~, LVR(ql,. . , yt). 
LVR(m,..., u],) will always be a sequence of distinct nodes from S, the set of significant 
nodes. LVR(v],, . , qt) is defined inductively as follows. 
(a) LVR(@) = 0. 
(Here 0 denotes the empty sequence). 
(b) LVR(VI,..., Y~)=LVR(VI,...~I) ifn es. 
(c) If vt E S, there are two subcases. Namely 
(i) LVR(VII,. ..,vlr) =LVR(rli,...,y,-I) - vt 
if qr does not appear in L VR(q, , . . . , qt- 1) and 
(ii) LVR(ql,. . . , r,) = (~i,,...,~il,~i~+,,...,~i,,,ylt) 
ifLVR(m,...,v,-1) = (sil,...,si~,Ylt,si~+,,...,si,,). 
Here given a sequence s = (SO,. , s, ) and an element srn+i, we let s - s,+i denote 
the sequence which results from concatenating s,+i onto the end of s, i.e. s - s,+i = 
(so ,...,&,s,+I). 
Thus for example, if LVR(ql,. . . , qt) = (si,, . . .,s~,,_~,s~~,__, I , s. ), then si,, was the last 
node of S visited in the partial play (vi,. . , Q). si,,_, represents the last node other 
than si,, visited during the partial play. That is, if yr is the last occurrence of Si,,_, in 
(VI,...> y,), then the only node of S which occurs in (q,.+i, . . , qt) is si,,. Similarly if 
yip is the last occurrence of Siri_- in (~1,. . . , ql), then p < r and the only elements of 
S which occur in (qp+i, . . , ql) are si,,_, and Si,, etc. 
We say that a strategy f for Black is an LVR strategy if the value off at (vi,. . . , v],) 
depends only on LVR(yl,. ..,q>. That is, if p = (qb,,~.,,. ..,ylbI,yllk,~bk,,) and p’ = 
(4,) fl:, 9.. . > y;,, t&, $,,+, ) are two partial plays, then 
L VR( p) = L VR( p’) implies f(p) = f( p’). 
We will give some example of L VR strategies in Sections 4 and 5. Strategies, winning 
strategies, no memory strategies, and LVR strategies for Red are defined in an analogous 
manner. 
2.1. Biichi-Landweber s McNaughton 
Next we shall prove that Biichi-Landweber games and McNaughton games are 
essentially equivalent. The only substantial differences between Biichi-Landweber 
games and McNaughton games will turn out to be the conventions for the start of 
the games. That is, in a Biichi-Landweber game, Player I always starts first. Now 
there is a basic symmetry between the Red and Black players in a McNaughton game 
so that there is no real loss in generality in assuming Black plays first. This given, 
we shall show that for any Biichi-Landweber game GBL, there is a McNaughton game 
M(GBL) and a fixed starting black node ~0 such that there is an effective 1: 1 corre- 
spondence r between plays PBL of GeL and plays pi of M(G~L) which start at ~0 
such that Player I wins pBL 8 Black wins r(pBL). Moreover, our correspondence r 
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will naturally induce a 1: 1 correspondences between strategies and winning strategies 
for Player I (Player 11) and strategies and winning strategies for Black (Red). 
Similarly given any McNaughton game E?,+,, we shall show that there is a Biichi- 
Landweber game BL(%M ) such that there is an effective 1: 1 correspondence 0 between 
plays PM of $3~ where Black begins the play and a certain subset L of plays PBL of 
BL(SM) which includes all possible winning plays for Player I such that Black wins 
pM iff Player I wins @(PM). Moreover, the correspondence will naturally induce a 1: 1 
correspondence between strategies and winning strategies for Black (Red) and strategies 
and winning strategies for Player I (Player II). In fact, we shall show that our set L 
contains in some sense all nontrivial plays of the game in the sense that any play 
psL C$ L is winning for Player II and the fact that Player II wins is determined by 
some finite initial segment of the play. This fact will become clear when we formally 
define 0. 
The correspondence r 
Suppose that we are given a Biichi-Landweber game GEL = (I,J, A, !2), where A = 
(I x J, lJ, UO, (I/) is a finite automaton and Q C 2”. Then our corresponding McNaughton 
game M(GBL) = (G, S, Sz’) is defined as follows. G = (V, V,, VR,E) is the bipartite 
directed graph whose set of Black nodes VB = {ug} U (U x J) and whose set of Red 
nodes V, = U x I. The set of directed edges E is defined as follows. First (uo, (uo, i)) E 
E, for all i E I. Next for each (u,j) E V, where j E J, ((u,j),(u,i)) E E for all i E I. 
Finally, if i E I and (u,i) E V, then ((u,i),(u’,j)) E E if and only if $((i,j),n) = u’. 
The starting node for Black is UO. The correspondence r then maps a play pBL = 
(i~J~,il,_h,...) of GEL to the play OPEL) = (~0, (uo,~o)~ (uIJo), (uI,~), (u2,j1), 
(u2, i2 ), . .) where z++i = $((ik,jk),z+) for all k. It is clear that r is a 1:l corre- 
spondence between the plays pBL of G BL and plays pm of M(GBL) where Black starts 
at uo. 
We define the set S = U x J to be set of significant nodes of M(GBL). Given a 
subset R C S, we let xl(R) = {u E U: 3j E J((u,j) E R)}. Thus n,(R) is the just the 
set of all first coordinates of elements of R. We then let Q’ = {R C U x J : n1 (R) E Q}. 
It is easy to see from our definition of r that if per. = (io,jo, iI ,j,, . . .) is a play of 
GBL and UPBL) = (~o,(Mo,~o),(~~,~o),(~I,~I),(~~,~I),..-), then 
Hence Player I wins PBL iff peum(peL) E 52 iff perm(r(psL)) f Q iff Black wins 
~(PBL). Finally suppose f is strategy for Player I and g is a strategy for Player II in 
GBL. Then we define a strategy r(f) for Black in M(GB~) by 
r(f)((UO,(UO,iO)~(UlrjO),. .,(Uk+l,.ik)) = (Uk+l,ik+l) 
for a partial play (~0,(u0,i0),(ul,j0),..., (uk+l,jk)) of M(GBL) if and only if 
_f(i0,j03...,k7.h) = ik+l- Similarly, we define a strategy T(g) for Red in M(GBL) 
by 
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for a partial play (ug,(u~,ia), (ui,ja), . . .,(uk,ik)) iff g(ia,ja,. . .,i,+) = jk and Uk+i = 
$((&,jk),Uk). Again it is straightforward to see that the map f H r(f) is a 1:l 
correspondence between strategies for Player I in GBL and strategies for Black in 
M(GBL) restricted to partial plays which start at ~0 and moreover f is a winning 
strategy for Player I in GB~ iff r(f) is a winning strategy for Black in M(GBL). 
Similarly the map g H T(g) is a 1: 1 correspondence between strategies for Player II 
in GEL and strategies for Red in M(GBL) restricted to partial plays which start at ~0 
such that g is winning strategy for Player II iff T(g) is a winning strategy for Red. 
Remark. If we are willing to relax the condition that r is a I:1 correspondence, it 
is possible to get a more efficient representation of M(GBL). That is, suppose we let 
G* = (V*, Vi, Vi,E*), where V; = U and Vi = U x I. The edges of E’ are (u, (u, i)) 
for i E I and ((u, i),u’) where there is a j E J such that +((i,j),u) = u’. Thus we 
as collapsing all the edges ((u,i), (u’,j)) in G to a single edge ((u,i),u’). Then we 
can simply let S = U and Q’ = Q. The effect of this is to map all plays of M(Gsr.), 
PM = (~0, (~0, i0), (w JO), (4,h ), (Utk ), . . .) to a single play 
If we do this we get a much smaller graph and the induced McNaughton game 
M*(GBL) = (G*, U, 52) would be a covering game for GBL in the sense of [20]. In 
this situation the correspondence r* which sends a play PBL to r(ps~)* still give us a 
many-one correspondence between plays, partial plays, strategies, and winning strate- 
gies of GBL and plays, partial plays, strategies, and winning strategies of M*(GBL ) as 
long as we restrict ourselves to plays which start at ~0. The reason that a smaller graph 
G* = (V*, V,*, VR+, E*) and smaller set of significant nodes S is important is due to the 
fact that the algorithm for constructing winning strategies in McNaughton games runs 
in time 0(]Sj21slJSI!(E(). 
The correspondence 0 
Suppose we are given a McNaughton game 99~ = (G,S, Q), where G = (V, E) is 
a directed bipartite graph with black nodes V, and red nodes V,. We then define a 
Biichi-Landweber game BL(~M ) = (Z, J, A, Sz’) as follows. We let I = VB and J = VR. 
Our finite automaton A = (I, x J, U, ~0, $) is defined as follows. The set of states U = 
{uo,D} U {(i,j): (i,j) E (I x J) n E}. Here D is some default state and ua is our start 
state. The transition function $ is defined so that 
(1) If (i,j) @ E, then $((i,j),u) = D for all u E U 
(2) If (i,j) E E, then 
(a) $((i,j),D) = D, 
(b) i,&(U), no) = (U), 
(c) $((&A, (ioJ0)) = 
f 
D if UO, i) # E, 
(i,j) if (jo,i) E E. 
Our idea is to have the correspondence 0 be trivial. That is, given a play pi = 
(%o, %O, rb, 9 rr, >. . ) of 3~ where y]b, E Vs and q,., E V, for all i, we simply let 
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@(PM) = PM. Now the only plays PBL = (io,jo,il,jl,. . .) not in the range of 0 
are those plays where either (i) there is some k such that (ik,jk ) # E or (ii) there 
is some 1 such that (j,, it+,) $! E. For such plays, consider the sequence of states 
induced by II/, UO,UI = $((io, jo),,ua),uz = $((ii, ji),.,),. . . Clearly in case (i),uk+i = 
$((ik,jk),uk) = D by (1) and then by 2(a), we will have that u,. = D for all Y > k-t 1. 
Thus the perm set of PBL will be {D}. If we are not in case (i) so that (ik, jk ) E E 
for each k, then it is easy to see that Uk = (ik- I ,jk__l ) for all k, until we reach 
the first 1 such that (jr,ir+i) $! E. Then by 2(c), ZQ+~ = $((ij+i, j,+i), u/+1) = 
Il/((i~+l,j,+,),(i,,j,)) = D and then by 2(a), we know u,. = D for all r 2 1 + 2. 
Thus again perm(psL) = {D}. In fact, it is easy to see our definition of $ ensures 
that perm(psL) = {D} iff per. $ range 0. Of course we shall not put {D} into r so 
that Red will automatically win all plays PBL 6 range 0. 
Observe that if PM = (f’/bo, %o, vb, 9 rlr, 7.. .I is a play of 9~ where Black starts, then 
the sequence of states 
(~0, w = Ic/((io,j0), , ~0)~ ~2 = Ic/((b,ji ), w ), . . .) 
induced by $ for the play @(PM) = pi of BL(%M) will simply have uk = (I’&_l,jk-_l) 
for all k 2 1. Then given a pair (i,j) E (I x J) n E = I/ - {uo,D}, define (i,j)s = 
S ~7 {i, j}. The winning sets 52’ of the game BL(~M) consists of all sets T c(Z x J) n E 
such that Ts = U{(i, j)’ : (i, j) E T} E C2. It is easy to see that for any play pi of 
9~, the perm set of pi relative to %M, permM( pu), and the perm set of pM relative 
to BL(~M), permBL(pM), are related by permM(pM) = permEL(p It thus follows 
that Black wins pi in 9~ iff permM(pM) E R iff permBL(pM) E 0 iff Player I wins 
PM relative to BL(g,$,). 
There is also a simple correspondence between strategies in $9~ and BL(g,,+, ). 
Namely, we say that a strategy f for Player I is edge preserving in BL(~M) iff for ev- 
ery partial play (i0,jo ,..., ik,jk) such that (it,jt),(jt,i,+l> E E for all t, (j,+,f((io,jo ,..., 
ik,jk))) E E. We say that f is a winning edge preserving strategy for Player I if f is 
an edge preserving strategy such that wherever Player I follows f, Player I will win as 
long as Player II plays in an edge preserving way, i.e. as long as for any partial play 
(ia, jo,. . . ,ik,jk,ik+l) such that (is, j,) E E for all s < k and ( js,i,y+l) E E, then Player 
II next move is some jk+l such that (&+i,jk+i ) E E. Edge preserving and winning 
edge preserving strategies for Player II are defined similarly. This given, it is easy to 
see that strategy for Black (Red) in $9 M is just the restriction of an edge preserving 
strategy for Player I (Player II) in BL(%M). Moreover, f is an edge preserving winning 
strategy for Player I (Player II) in BL(~M) iff f restricts to a winning strategy for 
Black (Red) in 9~. 
3. A McNaughton game for the Consumer-Producer problem 
As stated in the introduction, one of our main interests in McNaughton games is 
to use the algorithm to extract winning strategies in such games as part of a general 
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algorithm which can extract correct concurrent programs or extract a control automaton 
which can guarantee that a plant meets its performance specifications in the setting of 
hybrid systems. In this section, we describe a game which is a simplified version 
of games that might arise in such applications. The basic problem is the so-called 
Consumer-Producer problem in which we have a stack of fixed size n, the Producer 
adds to the top of the stack, and the Consumer takes from the top of the stack. The 
constraints of the problem are that the Producer should never attempt to add to a full 
stack, the Consumer should eventually consume everything that the Producer puts on 
the stack. There are a number of places where this type of problem can arise, for 
example in message passing problems in certain computer architectures. Our aim is to 
extract strategies for both the Producer and the Consumer by finding winning strategies 
from a McNaughton game. One possible game is the following. The black nodes of 
our graph will consist of nodes of the following form: 
(a) (P, i, produce) for 0 d i < n, 
(b) (C, i, consume) for 0 d i < n, and 
(c) Fail(C,B) and Fail(P,B). 
Here (P, i, produce) is a node which is intended to indicate that the Producer is in 
control, the stack level is i, and the Producer’s action is to add to the stack. Similarly 
(C, i, consume) is a node which is intended to indicate that the Consumer is in control, 
the stack level is i, and the Consumers’s action is to take from the stack. 
Fail(P, B) and Fail(C, B) are default nodes which are reached only if, respectively, 
the Producer tries to add to a full stack or the Consumer tries to consume from an 
empty stack. The red nodes in our graph are intended to allow for decisions on whether 
the Producer wants to pass control to the Consumer or vice versa. The red nodes of 
our graph will be the following. 
(a) (P, i, pass) and (P, i, keep) for 1 < i < n, 
(b) (C, i, pass) and (C, i, keep) for 0 < i < n - 1, and 
(c) Fail(C, R) and Fail(P, R). 
The edges of our graph are the following. First we consider edges which go from 
Red nodes to Black nodes. For any i, (P, i, pass) is connected to (C, i, consume) to 
represent the fact that the Producer has passed control to the Consumer who will then 
proceed to take something off the stack. Similarly for any i, (C, i, pass) is connected to 
(P, i, produce) to represent the fact that the Consumer has passed control to the Pro- 
ducer who will then proceed to add something to the stack. Also for any i, (P,i, keep) 
is connected to (P, i, produce) to represent the fact that the Producer keeps control and 
the Producer will add again to the stack. Similarly for an i, (C, i, keep) is connected to 
(C, i, consume) to represent that Consumer keeps control and the Consumer will again 
take from the stack. Finally, Fail(C,R) is connected to Fail(C,B) and Fail(P,R) is 
connected to Fail(P,B). Next we consider the edges from Black nodes to Red nodes. 
Any (P, i, produce) where 0 < i < n - 1 is connected to both (P, i + 1, pass) and 
(P,i + 1, keep). Here (P, i, produce) represents the action that Producer has added to 
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the stack so that the next stack size is i + 1 and Producer can either pass or keep con- 
trol. Also (P, n, produce) is connected to Fail(P, R) to represent the fact that Producer 
has attempted to add to a full stack and hence we have an error situation caused by 
Producer. Any (C, i, consume) where 1 < i < n is connected to both (C, i - 1, pass) 
and (C, i - 1, keep). Here (C, i, consume) represents the action that Consumer has taken 
from the stack so that the new stack size is i- 1 and Consumer can either pass or keep 
control. Also (C, 0, consume) is connected to Fail( C, R) to represent that Consumer has 
attempted to take from an empty stack and hence we have an error situation caused by 
Consumer. Finally, FaiZ(C,B) is connected to FaiZ(C, R) and FaiZ(P, B) is connected 
to Fail(P, R). The graph G when the limit on the stack size is 3 is pictured below in 
Fig. 1. 
It is easy to see that any play of the game will represent an infinite series of 
additions and deletions from the stack unless we hit one the FaiZ(_, --) nodes in which 
case we will loop among the FaiZ( _, --) nodes forever. To complete the specification of 
Fig. 1. Graph for the Producer-Consumer game. 
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the game we must specify the set of significant nodes S and the set of set of winning 
sets 52 C 2’. The choice of S and Q will depend on what behavior we would like 
our winning strategies to have. For example, if we just want to ensure that in any 
play which Black wins, eventually, Consumer consumes everything on the stack, then 
all we have to ensure is that Consumer consumes from a stack of size 1 infinitely 
often and avoids any of the failure nodes Fail(_, --). In this case, we might specify 
S = {(C, 1, consume)} and set Q = {S}. Thus any winning play for Black will have to 
visit (C, 1, consume) infinitely often. However, we can adjust S to ask for more refined 
behavior in the winning plays. For example, if we want to stack to be full infinitely 
often during a winning play for Black, we could set S = {(C, 1, consume), (C, n, 
consume)} and 52 = {S}. In this way, we can force a successful winning strategy 
for Black to ensure that the stack reaches certain configurations repeatedly and this 
is very similar to classical control problems where one wants to ensure that the plant 
reaches a certain state repeatedly without violating any constraints. 
In this light, the results of Section 5 take on a much greater importance. That is, if 
we can arrange it so that the translation of our problem into a McNaughton game 9~ 
results in a game whose sets of winning sets Q a particularly nice form, then we can 
guarantee that our extraction algorithm runs in a reasonable time. Thus it is desirable 
to have more results like those of Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 5.6. 
4. The complexity of finding winning strategies in McNaughton games 
In [8], McNaughton showed that in any McNaughton game 9~ = (G, S,E) where 
G = (V, V,, VR, E), one can partition the set of vertices into two sets, X and Y, where 
Black has a L VR winning strategy to win any play which starts in X and Red has L VR 
winning strategy to win any play which starts in Y. McNaughton gave an algorithm to 
find X and Y and showed that his algorithm runs in O(cl’I IS]!] Vi3) steps. McNaughton 
did not explicitly construct the corresponding LVR strategies for Black and Red in his 
algorithm. However an implicit description of such LVR strategies is contained in his 
algorithm. We want to apply McNaughton’s algorithm or more efficient variants of his 
algorithm to extract explicit strategies in certain applications. We shall give a careful 
analysis of McNaughton algorithm, paying careful attention to how one can construct 
the LVR strategies. We shall show that even when we explicitly construct the LVR 
strategies in addition to constructing X and Y, we can improve McNaughton bound 
for the running time to C!#SI/SI!JEI). 
Given a McNaughton game 9’~ = (G, S, Sz), where G = (V, VR, V,, E) define WinB 
(3~) (Wing) to be the set of all nodes q in V such that there is a LVR strategy 
fq for Black (Red) such that Black (Red) wins all plays p such that p starts at q 
and Black (Red) follows fq. For any set A & V, we say that f is a LVR (no memory) 
strategy from a set A c V for a player P if f is a LVR (no memory) strategy and in 
any play p = (qo,ql,. . .) where P follows f and ~0 E A, P wins. In [S], McNaughton 
proved the following. 
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Theorem 4.1 (McNaughton [8]). Let 3~ = (G,S,Q) be u McNaughton game, where 
G = (V, V,, VB,E). Then WinB(9M) and WinR(gM) partition V. Moreover, there i.F 
an algorithm which runs in G(c~~~\SI!(V(~) steps to find WinB(gM) and WinR(gM) for 
some constant c. 
McNaughton also claims that “the strategies” (for WinB(YM ) and WinR('3M ), respec- 
tively) can be effectively determined from ‘9 ,,,,. While it is clear from McNaughton’s 
proof that such strategies exist, McNaughton does not construct such strategies expii- 
citly in his algorithm. Moreover, he never makes it clear as to whether the strategies 
that he is talking about are individual LVR strategies fV for each 9 E V or are global 
strategies f, and fb where f, is a LVR winning strategy for Red from Win,(%M ) and 
fh is a LVR winning strategy for Black from Win,(gM). McNaughton does prove the 
following lemma which makes it clear that the strategies f, and f,, can be constructed 
from the individual strategies fv for each q E V, but he does not analyze the com- 
plexity of constructing f, and fb from the individual strategies {,&: q E, V}. That is, 
McNaughton proved the following. 
Theorem 4.2 ([S, Theorem 3.11). if a player P in a McNaughton gume 9~ has LVR 
(no memory) strategies f and g such that f is a winning LVR (no memory) strategy 
from A jbr P and g is a winning LVR (no memory) strategy from B for P, then there 
is u winning LVR (no memory) strategy h from A U B .for P. 
Proof. The desired strategy h is quite easy to construct. Let Y consist of all possible 
sequences from the set S of significant nodes of 9~. Note that (9’] = 1 + 15’ + 
(1st - 1)/S/ + ((5’1 - 2)(/S/ - 1)/S/ f.. . + JSJ!. It is easy to prove by induction on JSI 
that (91 d 5/2jSI!. 
A LVR strategy is a map f : 9 x V + V such that (q, f(L,q)) is an edge for all 
q E V and L E 9’. Thus we could specify a LVR strategy by giving an array of size 
191 x IVI. A no memory strategy f is just a map f : V + V such that (q, f(q)) 
is an edge for all q E V and hence a no memory strategy can be specified by an 
array of size 1 V (. For a LVR strategy f for P from A, we say that (L, q) E 6p x V is 
f -reuchabZe from A if there is a partial play p = (Y,Q,~I,. . _, ok) in which P follows ,f 
such that ~0 E A, qk = 9, and LVR(qo, ~1,. . , f’fk) = L. Similarly if f is a no memory 
strategy for P from A, we say that q is f-reachable from A if there is a partial play 
p = (rlo,. . . > y]k) in which P follows f such that ~0 E A and qk = y. 
Now suppose that f is a winning LVR strategy for P from A and g is a winning 
LVR strategy for P from B. Then it is easy to check that h is a winning LVR strategy 
for P from A U B where for each (L, 9) E 9 x V, 
f ((L, q)) 
h((L>rl)) = g((L rl)) 
I ’ 
if (L, q) is f-reachable from A for P, 
otherwise. 
If f is a winning no memory strategy for P from A and g is a winning no memory 
strategy for P from B, then we can define a winning no memory strategy for P from 
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A U B by setting 
L(V) = 
f(q) if q is f-reachable from A, 
g(q) otherwise. 0 
From the proof of Theorem 4.2, it is clear that the complexity of combining strategies 
f and g for P from A and B, respectively, into a single strategy for P from A U B 
depends on the complexity the f-reachability predicate. 
Theorem 4.3. Let 93~ = (G,S, 52) be a McNaughton game, where G = (V, VB, VR,E) 
and 9’ be the set of all last visitation records for 9~. Then 
(a) if f is a L VR winning strategy for a player P from A C V, then we can construct 
Bf,A = {(L, y) E 9 x V: (L,y) is f-reachable for P from A} in O(lEljSl!) steps and 
(b) if f is a no memory winning strategy for a player P from A C V, then we can 
construct C’f,, = {v] E V : q is f-reachable for P from A} in O( IE I) steps. 
Proof. (a) First define a function N: 9 x V -+ 3 by 
1 
L if v 6 S, 
N(L,v)= L-u if v E S and v does not occur in L, 
(L/v) - v if v E S and u does occur in L, 
where L/v denotes the result of removing v from L if v occurs in L. For example, 
(s~,s~,s~,s~)/s~ = (si,q,s4). Note if that LVR(r]o,. . ,ylk) = L, then our definition of 
N(L, v) is designed to ensure that LVR(r]o,. . , qk, v) = N(L, v). 
Now construct a directed graph G(f) as follows. The set of vertices of G(f) is 
9 x V. Assume that the player P is Red. Then if v E V,, ((L, v), (L’, v’)) is an edge of 
G(f) iff v’ = f ((L, v)) and L’ = N(L, v). If v E Ve, then ((L, v), (L’, v’)) is an edge in 
G(f) iff (v, v’) is an edge in G and L’ = N(L, v). It is then easy to see that there is a 
1: 1 correspondence I between partial plays p = (~0, ~1,. . , qk) in which Red follows 
f and paths in G(f) which begin at a node of the form (LVR(qo), ~0) given by 
It follows that (L, y) is f-reachable for Red from A iff there is a path in G(f) 
which starts at (LVR(%), ~0) for some ~0 E A which ends in (L, v). That is, (L, y) is 
f-reachable for Red from A iff (L, y) is in the union of the connected components of 
G(f) which contain {(LVR(qo), qo) : ~0 E A}. This union of connected components 
can be easily found in O(IE( f )I) t p s e s where E(f) is the set of edges of G(f ). 
Note that each edge (v,w) E E gives rise to at most I_Yj edges in G(f), namely 
{(CL a), (WC w), W))? in E(f) so that /E(f)1 < 181 x IEl 6 5/2lSl!IEI. Now /El > /VI 
in all graphs G = (V, VB, V,, E) which underlie a McNaughton game. Thus it easily 
follows we can find the set of all f-reachable pairs for Red from A in O(lEllSl!) steps 
given f. A similar argument applies if the player P is Black. 
(b) Again assume that the player P is Red. In this case, let the graph G(f) be the 
graph that results from G by removing all edges (v, w), where v E VR and w # f(v). 
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Again it is easy to see that Cf,, is just the union of the connected components of G(f) 
which contain A and can be constructed in S((E(f)l) steps. Thus since [E(f)1 < IEl, 
Cf,A can be constructed in L”(JEJ) steps. A similar argument holds if P is the player 
Black. 0 
We note that McNaughton never explicitly computed the complexity of combining 
strategies. Since we want to give an explicit bound for the complexity of computing 
the strategies which are implicit in McNaughton’s algorithm, we shall need an explicit 
bound on the cost of combining strategies. 
Theorem 4.4. Let 59~ = (G,S, Sz) be a McNaughton game, where G = (V, VB, VR,E) 
and A = Uf=, Ai. 
(a) Suppose that we are given f,,. . , fk which are LVR winning strategies jbr a 
player P from sets Al,. . . ,Ak, respectively. Then we can construct a LVR winning 
strategy f for P from A in 0(k(E(ISI!) steps. 
(b) Suppose that we are given f,, . . . , fk which are no memory winning strategies 
for a player P from sets Al,. . . , Ak, respectively. Then we can construct a no memory 
winning strategy f for P from A in O(klEl ) steps. 
Proof. (a) Let 9 be the set of last visitation records based on S. They by Theorem 4.3, 
for each i, it takes C(lEl(SI!) t o compute the function &i where for each (L, yl) E 2 x V, 
E;(L, YI) = 
1 if (L,r]) is h-reachable for P from Ai, 
0 otherwise. 
Then we claim our desired f is given by setting for (L, q) E 2’ x VP, 
1 
fi(L, ye) where i is the least j < k such that 
.f(LV) = &j(q) = 1 if there is such an i, 
fk(L, q) otherwise. 
To see that f is a LVR winning strategy for P from A, suppose that P = Red and 
p = (vo,m,q2,...) is a play, where ~0 E A and Red follows f. Suppose ~0 E V, so 
that t’i(qZi+l = ,f (LVR(q0,. . , v2i), yI2i)). Let h be the smallest j such that there is an 
i where (LVR(qo, . , Q), vi), is fj-reachable for Red from Aj. Thus there is a partial 
play (~0,. . . , +yr) in which Red follows fh where yo E Ah, ;)r = yi, and LVR(y0,. . . , yr) = 
LWqo,. . . > vi). But then we claim that in the rest of the play (vi, nl+t,. . .), Red follows 
fh. That is, suppose by induction on m 3 i that in the partial play (10,. . . , gm ), Red is 
following the strategy fh from vi on. Then (70,. . .,yr = vi,. . . ,u,) is a play starting 
from Ah in which Red follows fh. Moreover, since LVR(y0,. . . , y,) = LVR(qo,. . . , vi), 
it is easy to see that LVR(y0,. ..,yr = qi,Y/i+l,..., Y/m) = LVR(qo ,..., vm) so that 
LVR(qo>. . . , qm),qm) is f,-reachable for Red from Ah. Moreover by our definition of 
h, LVR(qo,. . . ,qm),qm) is not J.-reachable from Ai for Red for any i < h. Thus if 
vrn E VR, then 
V,+I = f (LWrlo, . . . >%Avrn) = fh(LVR(yIo,...,tl,),yl,) 
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so that (~0,. . . , qm+l) is a partial play in which Red is following fh from vi on. If 
rlrn E Vs, then automatically (nz,. . . , q,+~ ) is a partial play in which Red is following 
fh. Thus Red follows fh in the play (~0, Y/I,. , . , vi, t/i+l,. . .) from V]i on. Hence the 
play (~0 IS a winning play for Red since yo E Ah. But clearly erm(qo> ;,. ‘lyyfm;;; .! . . 
II = vi, qi+i,. . .) so that (qo,qi,. . .) is also a winning 
play for ‘Red. The same argumezt will show that if Q) E P’, , the play (qo,m,. --I is 
also winning for Red. It follows that every play (~0, yi, . . .), which starts in A and in 
which Red is following f, will be a win for Red. Thus f is an LVR winning for Red 
from A. A similar argument applies if P = Black. 
Note that to determine f (L, r) for any fixed (L, ye) E 9 x V, we need only find the 
first i among EI(L, q), . . .,~k(L,q) which is equal to 1 or determine that there is no 
such i. Thus it takes O(k) steps to determine f (L, u) for each (L, q) E 04” x V given 
f,,...,fk and&I,..., &k.It takes o(/@IISI!) steps to compute EI,...,&~. Thus since 
IV/ d /El and 19 x VI d 5/2lSJ!IEI, we can construct f in O(klEllSl!) steps. 
(b) By a similar argument, one can show that the desired no memory winning 
strategy f for P from A is defined by setting for y E VP, 
fi(q) where i is the least j < k such that 
f(u) = 
{ 
E,(Y) = 1 if there is such an i, 
fk(q) otherwise, 
where Ed is the characteristic function of ,h-reachability predicate for P from Ai for 
i = l,..., k. By Theorem 4.3, it takes O(klEl) steps to compute EI,...,&~. Clearly it 
takes at most k] V( < k(El additional steps to construct f given .f,, . . . , fk and ~1,. . . , ok. 
Thus, f can be constructed in 6(klEI) steps. 0 
Next we shall show that with appropriate data structures, we can find the sets 
Wine(%,) and WinR(%M) in G(ISIIElodd!(lSI), where 
odd!(k) = n(2i - 1) for k > 1. 
I=1 
Similarly, we shall show that we can find the sets Win, and Wing and 
the LVR strategies fb and f, in c”(21’l IS((Elodd!( IS/)). Thus, we improve on 
McNaughton’s complexity bound for finding Wina and Win~(9,~) by replacing the 
factor / VI3 by IEl and by replacing the factor c IsI ISI! by the more explicit expression 
ISI odd!(lSl). M oreover, we also show that we can find WinB(9M) and WinR(YM) plus 
the LVR strategies f6 and f, in a time bound which is still better than McNaughton’s 
original time bound for just finding Wine(Y~ ) and Wing. 
Theorem 4.5. Let 99~ = (G,S, Q) be u McNauyhton game, where G = (V, Vb, VR,E). 
(a) There is an algorithm which, given 3~, runs in C”(ISIIElodd!lSI) steps and 
produces Wins(9M) and WinR(%M). 
(b) There is an algorithm which, given 9~ runs in t3(2isl(SIIE(odd!JSI) steps and 
produces Win,(YM), WinR(gM), u LVR winning strategy fb for Black from Win&%M), 
and a LVR winning strategy f, for Red from WinR(gM). 
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Proof. We shall basically follow the algorithm that was used by McNaughton to prove 
Theorem 4.1. Before we can proceed with our description of the algorithm, we need 
to state some basic definitions and prove a few key lemmas. 
Our first lemma is how to compute last visitation records which result from con- 
catenating two partial plays. Suppose Ll and Lz are two elements of Y, the set 
of all last visitation records in 9~. Let L,/Lz denote the last visitation record that 
results when we delete from Lt, all occurrences of elements of L2. For example, if 
L, = (s~,sI,s~,s~) and L2 = (s+sl), then L,/Lz = (sz,s3). Then the following is easily 
proved by induction on (&I. 
Lemma 4.6. Let (qo,.. .,qk) und (qk+l,..., q/) be partiul plays of u McNauyhtorz 
game 9~ = (G,S,Q) and let L1 = LVR(&),. ..,vk) and L2 = LVR(tlk+l,. .,q/). Then 
LvR(9O,...,llk,~k+l,...,y/) = (-b/LZ)L2. 
Our next lemma states that there is an obvious closure condition that is satisfied by 
the set of points u E V from which there is LVR winning strategy for P from {P}. 
Lemma 4.7 ([8, Theorem 3.21). If a player P in u McNuughton game 9,~ has II 
LVR (no memory) knning strategy f Jiom {v} C V and w is visited in some plug 
p = (yo = v, ql, y/2,. .) in ,vhich P f 1 01 OUJ 17 f, then P has a LVR (no memory) knning 
strateg,v from {w}. 
One of the key ingredients which will be used repeatedly in our algorithm is our 
ability to solve the following type of problem. Suppose D and H are contained in V 
and D f? H = 8. For a player P, we want to construct a set of nodes N & V such that 
P has a no-memory strategy f to force any play which starts at some q E N to visit 
D in 0 or more moves before it visits H. McNaughton proved that one could construct 
N in 0( ( V 13) steps. We shall actually show that we can construct N in 0( ]EI) steps. 
Lemma 4.8. Let 29~ = (G,S, !2) be a McNuughton game, lvhere G = (V, V,, V,, E). 
Let D, H C V, D n H = 8, and XD,H,J be the set of nodes in V - H Jiom which u 
player P bus a no-memory strategy fD,H,p to force any play starting at q to visit D 
in 0 or more moves before it can visit H. Then given D und H, lve can construct 
f D,H,P and XD,H,P in O(lEl) steps. 
Proof. We set up a data structure so that each q E V has two lists associated to it, 
namely, In(q) consisting all nodes y such that (y,q) E E and Out(q) consisting of all 
nodes p such that (q,fi) E E. Moreover, we assume that we have a set of pointers 
for each q which point to any occurrence of q on any list In(j) or Out(p). Assume 
that the player, P is Red. It will be clear that our argument is symmetric with respect 
to the roles of Red and Black so that there is no loss in generality in making this 
assumption. Now let yH(D) consist of the set of q E V - H such that either v E D 
or Red can force a play to visit D in one step. Then clearly a red node r E ;JH(D) if 
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Fig. 2. Nodes in OH 
either r E D or Y E V - (H U D) and Out(r) r? D # 0. A black node b E ye if 
either b E D or b E V - (D U H) and Out(b) CD. These two possibilities are pictured 
in Fig. 2. 
Now clearly we can construct N = XDJJ y b iterating the YH operator. That is, 
N = y;)(D), where r is the least k such that y$)(D) = $“‘(D) where we define 
y;)(D) by induction by setting y!‘(D) = D and y;“)(D) = ye(&)(D)). 
We can also construct N using our set of pointers as follows. In the first round, 
we mark all the elements of D and use the pointers to mark each occurrence of an 
element of D in a list out(p). In the second round, we mark each j3 which is not 
already marked and where either p E VR - H and some element y E Out(b) is marked 
or /l E VB - H and all y E Out(B) are marked. Again we use the pointers to mark 
all occurrences of a newly marked element p in some list Out(y). In the third round 
and later rounds, we repeat the process of the second round. That is, we mark any 
previously unmarked p E VR -H such that some element of Out(p) is marked and any 
previously unmarked /l E VB - H such that all elements of Out(j3) are marked. We 
continue this way until we reach a round where no new marked elements are produced. 
To help us determine, when an element p should be marked, we associate a counter to 
each p. If p E &-H-D, then this counter is initially set equal to 0 and is incremented 
by 1 whenever an element in Out(p) . IS marked. p is then marked whenever the counter 
exceeds 0. If a E V, - H - D, then the counter is initially set equal to lOut( and 
is decremented by 1 each time a y E Out(p) is marked. Such a p becomes marked if 
the counter becomes 0. It now follows that to determine whether B is marked costs 
at most cl steps for some fixed constant cl, for each y E Out(j3) or equivalently CI 
steps for each edge out of p. To update the marking of B on the lists Out(B) once p 
has been marked costs us c2 steps, for some fixed constant ~2, for each y such that 
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/I E Out(y) or equivalently c2 steps for each edge into /I. Thus if c3 = max(cl, CZ), we 
require at most c3 steps for each edge in or out of p for each p E V. Thus the number 
of steps required to find N = XD,H,R is d c3 CbEv lOut( + \Z@)I = 2c3(E(. 
It should be clear that in nth round of our marking procedure, the newly marked 
elements are just the element of y;“-‘)(D) - yg-2’(D). When a v E VR is marked at 
round n, it is because there is some element w E VB fl Out(v) has been marked at 
round n - 1. Thus w E yEP2) (D). Our strategy f is to define f(v) = w, where w is the 
least element on Out(v) that was marked at stage n - 1. It then easily follows that to 
determine f = fD,H,R on N n VR requires at most cbIO~t(fl)J steps for each p E N n VR. 
Now if v E VR - N, then we can define f(v) arbitrarily to be the least w in Out(v). 
Thus it requires at most CP~V~C~[OU~(P)I < c41El steps to construct the no memory 
strategy f. Thus f and N can be constructed in clEl steps where c = 2 max(c3, ~4). 
0 
We pause that this point to make an important remark about the points in V -XD,~,~ 
based on the construction of Lemma 4.8. Let p denote the opposite player to P and 
suppose that v E V - Xo~ls. Let Vp = VR if P is Red and Vp = VB if P is Black and 
let V, = V - Vp. Then 
(a) if v E Vp - H, then there is no edge from v into XD,H,J 
(b) if v E V, - H, there is at least one edge from u into V - XD,J~, and 
(c) if v E H, then we will have no condition on edges out of v and thus a node 
v E H n Vp may have an edge from v into XD,H,~ and a node v E H n VF may have 
Out(v) CXD,,,. 
Consider the no memory strategy gD,H,p for p where for q E VF, 
/I where p is the first element of Out(q) 
gD,H,P(~) = 
i 
such that p E V -XQH,~ if q @ (XD,,~ U H), 
y where y is the first element of Out(q) 
if Y]EXDapUH. 
First it is easy to see that given D, H, and X D,H,p, there is a fixed constant c such 
that it requires at most clout(v)\ steps to compute gD,H,p(q) for each ye E VF. Thus 
it takes at most CgE r~~clOut(/?)I < clE\ steps to construct gD,Jp. Moreover suppose 
that p = (%,ql,. . .) is a play in which p is following gDlrg such that ~0 f$ XD,H.~. 
Then either the play will continue forever in V -X D,H,P or there must be some i such 
that qi E H and qj @’ XD,H,~ for all j < i. That is, by following gD,JJ, p forces the 
play to visit H before it can visit X D,H,P. Note that in particular if H = 0, then by 
following gg,s,p, P can force the play to stay entirely within V - XD,V),~. 
Next we need to define the concept of a subgame of a McNaughton game YM 
determined by a subset A & V where G = (V, VB, VR,E). For A C V, let GA = (A, VB(A), 
VR(A), EA) be the directed bipartite graph obtained by restricting G to A, i.e. Vs(A) = 
VBnA,VR(A)=VRnAandEA={(X,Y)EE:X,YEA}. 
Definition 4.9. If A C V and GA has the property that for each q E Vs(A), there is 
a y E VR(A) such that (yl, y) E EA, and for each y E V&4), there is a 6 E VB(A) 
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such that (y,6) E EA, then we say A determines the subgame 3&A) of 93~ where 
~~(A)=(GA,SA,~~A),SA=S~A,~~~~~={XE~~:X~SA}. 
Example 4.1. Again consider the set X ,o, D P constructed in Lemma 4.8. It is easy to see 
that the conditions (a) and (b) for XD,O,P ensure that V -XD,O,P determines a subgame 
of 9~. Because P has no move out of V -X&J, the subgame %M( V - XD,O,p) has 
the following property. 
(*) Suppose f is a LVR winning strategy for P from A C V -&JJ in the subgame 
3&V -J&,,) and 7 is any LVR strategy for p in 59~ which agrees with f 
on all positions (L, q) which occur in YM( V - X,,o,p). Then f is also a LVR 
winning strategy for p from A in 9~. 
That is, since player P has no move to force the play out of V-XD,O,p from a node in 
V -XD,o,p, it is easy to prove by induction on i that any partial play p’ = (~0, ~1,. . , vi) 
such that ~0 E A and p follows f in p’ will lie entirely in V -XD,o,p. Hence p’ will 
be a play in 9,~( V - Xo,0,~) in which p is following f. Thus if p’ = (~0, ~1,. . .) is 
a play in which p is following If and which starts in A, then p’ is just a play in 
YM( V - XD,o,p) in which p is following f. Thus for such a play p’, if p = Black, 
the perm(p’) E Q(V - XD,~,P) _ C 52 and if p = Red, then perm(p’) $! Q( V - XD,O,p) 
and hence perm(p’) $! Q. Thus in either case, p wins p’. 
A similar remark applies to no memory strategies f for p in 9~( V - XD,O,~). That 
is, we have the following property. 
(**) Suppose f is a no memory winning strategy for p from A C V - X&J~ in the 
subgame Y,& V -X,O,~) and 7 is any no memory strategy for F in 3M which 
agrees with f for all r] E V --X,0,,. Then 7 is a winning no memory strategy 
forPfromAin9M. 
As stated at the beginning of our proof of Theorem 4.5, we shall basically follow the 
outline of McNaughton’s algorithm to prove Theorem 4.1. Our contribution is to add 
in the extra steps needed to actually compute the LVR strategies fb and f, described 
above and to tighten some of the complexity bounds in certain steps in McNaughton’s 
algorithm. 
Our algorithm proceeds by recursion first on ISJ and then on IEj. McNaughton proves 
Theorem 4.1 directly for any game 3~ = (G, S, Q), where (SI = 1. This case will also 
form the base case for our recursion. 
Theorem 4.10. Let 59~ = (G, S, Sz) be a McNaughton game, where G = (V, V,, VR, E) 
and S = {s} is a singleton. Then given 3~, we can find Wine(qM), WinR(‘%M), a no 
memory winning strategy fb for Black from Wine(FJM), and a no memory winning 
strategy f, for Red from WinR(%M) in O(lEl) steps. 
Proof. There are 4 cases depending on 0. 
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Case 1: Q = {0,(s)}. 
In this case, Black wins every possible play. Thus Wine = V and Win = 
0. Moreover, the no memory strategies fb and f, can be anything. Thus we define 
for V E V,, fb(o) = w where w is the first vertex on Out(u) and for each x E V,q, 
f,(x) = y where y is the first vertex on Out(x). 
Case 2: Sz = ((8)). 
Apply Lemma 4.8 and construct X, = X{s~,a,B, its corresponding no memory strategy 
f = fisl,O,B for Black, and its corresponding no memory strategy g = g{Sl,s,B for Red. 
By Lemma 4.8 and the remarks following Lemma 4.8, we can construct &, f, and g 
in S(lEl) steps. There are 4 subcases. 
Subcase 2.1: s E V, and there exists an edge (s,y) E E with y E _&. 
In this case, we claim I%B($W) = &q and I?%R(%,) = V - &. That is, consider 
the no memory strategy fb where for q E VB 
f trl) if rl # s, 
.fb(r) = Yo where yo is the least y E Out(s) such that 
y E _& if g = s. 
Then clearly any play p = (qo,ql , . . .) which starts in & will visit s infinitely many 
times. That is, when Black follows fb, he will force a visit to s since fb(q) = fI,l,O,B(q) 
for u # s. Once we visit s, our next move will be to visit yo and once again Black 
can force another visit to s by fOllOWing fb. Thus &+ 2 I’I?@(~M). 
By our remarks following Lemma 4.8, g = g{s},e,B is a no memory strategy for Red 
such that by following g, Red forces any play p which starts in V - & to stay in 
V - & and hence Red forces perm(p) = 8. Thus, f, = g is a no memory winning 
strategy for Red from V - XB. Thus V - & s Win~(%, ). 
It then follows that since II%B(~~)nR%R(%~) = 0, WinB(gM) = x_ij and I%R($!?M) 
= v -&. 
Subcase 2.2: s E VR and Out(s) CXB. 
By essentially the same analysis as in subcase 2.1, we can show that Wina = XB 
with fb = f{s},0,B and II&R(%1I,I) = V -XB with f, = g. 
Subcase 2.3: s E Vs and Out(s) nxB = 8. 
Let f, be defined is in subcase 2.1. Then it is easy to see that any play p in which 
Red follows f, will either never visit s or will visit s exactly once since the next move 
after a visit to s must be to a node in V - XB after which the play must stay forever 
in V - XB. Thus per-m(p) = 0 for all plays where Red follows f,. Thus f, is a no 
memory winning strategy for Red from V. Hence Wins(9?M) = 8 and I%R( fM ) = V. 
Subcase 2.4: s E VR and Out(s) n (V - &) # 8. 
Let f, be defined so that f,(q) = g{s),O,B(q) if q # s and f,.(s) = y where y is the 
least 6 in Out(s) n (V - XB) otherwise. Then just like in subcase 2.3, we can show 
that any play p in which Red is following f, can visit s at most once. It follows that 
II%@ = 0, II%R(~M) = V, and f, is a no memory winning strategy for Red 
from V. 
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Case 3: Q = 0. 
In this case every play must be win for Red. Thus Win,(Y,) = 0 and WinR(SM) = 
V. f, as defined in Case 1 will be a no memory strategy for Red from V. 
Case 4: 52 = (0). 
The analysis in this case is exactly the same as in Case 2 except that one reverses 
the role of Red and Black. 
It is now easy to see that since /El > 1 VI, it takes at most cO(IEl) steps to define 
the functions fb and f, from XB in cases 1 and 3. In cases 2 and 4, note that we can 
compute XB and X, and their corresponding no memory strategies steps by Lemma 
4.8. It easily follows that we can compute winB(%M), Win,(YM), fb and f, in @(IEI) 
steps in cases 2 and 4. q 
Next we shall outline the recursive algorithm that McNaughton used to prove The- 
orem 4.1. This outline will be followed by an analysis of the complexity of each of 
the steps in the algorithm. Let 9 M = (G, S, Sz) be a McNaughton game where G = 
(V, VB, VR,E) and S = {si ,..., sk}. Note that since there is a basic symmetry between 
the roles of Black and Red in a McNaughton game, there is no loss in generality in 
assuming S E R. 
Step 1: Construct the sets Ni,B and Ni,R for i = 1,. . . , k. 
Here Ni,B is the set of nodes q such that Black has a LVR strategy f such that in 
any play (~0 = v, yi, . . .) where Black follows f, Black wins and si does not appear 
in (~0, ~1,. . .). Thus y E Ni,B iff Black has a LVR winning strategy from {q} which 
avoids si. Similarly, Ni,R is the set of nodes q such that Red has a LVR strategy g 
such that in any play (~0 = q, ~1,. .) where Red follows g, Red wins and Si does not 
appear in (ul0, VI,. . .I. 
Step 2: Construct the sets NB and NR. 
Here NB is the set of nodes q such that Black has a no memory strategy which can 
force any play which starts at q into &Ni,B in zero or more moves. Hence Ns is 
a set of nodes from which Black can win. Similarly NR is the set of nodes r] such 
that Red has a no memory strategy which can force any play which starts at q into 
UF=iNi,R in 0 or more moves. Again NR represents a set of nodes from which Red can 
win. 
Step 3: Step 3 has 3 cases depending on the sets NB and NR. 
Case 3.1: NB U NR = V. 
In this case, we are done, i.e. @%B(gM) = Na and WinR(gM) = NR. 
Case 3.2: NB = NR = 8. 
In this case, WinB(%M) = V and we can directly construct an LVR winning strategy 
for Black from V. 
Case 3.3: Not Case 1 or 2. 
In this case, we show that V - (NB U NR) determines a subgame of 99~ and we can 
solve the subgame YM( V - (NB U NR)) by recursion. 
We now consider the complexity of each of these steps. 
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The complexity of Step 1 
To construct the sets Ni,B and Ni:,R , we proceed as follows. For i = 1,. . , k, construct 
Xi,B = X{s,},B,B and &,R = x{,},0,R as in Lemma 4.8. By Lemma 4.8, the sets &,B and 
Xj,R can each be constructed in cl [El steps for some fixed constant cl. The importance 
of the sets X;,J and xi,R is due to the following result of McNaughton. 
Lemma 4.11. For each i, V-Xi,, and V-Xi,R determine subgames of 3~. Moreover, 
(i) Ni,B = WinB(C!?M( V - Xi,R)) and 
(ii) Ni,R = Win~(g~( V - Xi,B)). 
Let F(k,n) denote the number of steps it takes to find the sets Win,(gL) and 
WinR(%&) in a McNaughton game 9; = (G*,S*,SZ*) where k = jS*l, n = lE*j, and 
G’ = (V*, Vi, V,*,E*). Similarly let H(k,n) denote the number of steps it takes to find 
the sets Win,(gh), WinR(%h), a LVR winning strategy fl for Black from Wina( 
and a L VR winning strategy fr* for Red from winR(gh). 
We have specified that (S( = k. Suppose that JEJ = n. Now for each i, si E X;,J and 
Si E Xi,R, SO that in the subgames determined by V - Xi,B and V - &J, the size of 
both the set of significant nodes and the set of edges has decreased. Thus for each i, 
it takes at most 2F(k - 1,n - 1) steps to find N~,J = WinB(??,&V -X~,R)) and to find 
Ni,R = WinR(%M( V -X~,B)). Hence to find the sets Ni,B and Ni,R for i = 1,. , k takes 
at most 
2kqJEJ + 2kF(k - l,n - 1) = 2c,jSJIEI + 2lSlF(lSl - 1, IEl - 1) (7) 
steps. 
We may assume that it takes 2kH(k - 1, n - 1) steps to compute the set Ni,B = 
Wine(9?M( V - X/,R)) and its corresponding winning LVR strategy A for Black from 
Ni,B and the set Ni,R = WinR(‘SM( V-Xi,,)) and its corresponding winning LVR strategy 
gi for Red from Ni,B for i = l,..., k. By our remarks in Example 2.1, if we define for 
(L,d) E 9 x YE, 
fi(L,s) 
?,(O) = 6 
{ 
if (L,6) is a position in g,$~(v - Xi,R), 
where 6 is the least element in O.&(6), otherwise 
and for (L,6) E 9 x VR, 
Bi(L, 6) = 
i 
gi(L,S) if (L,6) is a position in 9~( V -Xi,B), 
6 where 6 is the least element in Out(s), otherwise, 
then x is a winning LVR strategy for Black from WinB(SM( V - Xi,R)) in 9~ and Zj,. 
is a winning LVR strategy for Red from WinR(%.& V - Xi,B)) in 3~. 
Now it takes at most c2 I VI ISI ! to define fi from f. or to define ?ji from gi for 
some fixed constant 19. Thus it takes 2kH(k - 1, n - 1) + 2kc2j V 1 ISI! steps to produce 
r,,...,J;, , g,,...,a. 
Next we can apply the construction of Theorem 4.4 to 7,, . . , fk to compute a single 
LVR winning strategy f for Black from Uf=, Ni,B in S(lSllEllSl!) steps. Similarly we 
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can compute a single L VR winning strategy for Red from Uf=,Ni,R using g,,...,gk in 
O(lSl/E/lSl!) steps. It follows that there is some fixed constant c3 2 2 max(cr, ~2) such 
that we can compute &N;,B, lJf=tNi,R, 7, and g in at most 
2c3k(E + 2kH(k - 1, n- l)+2kc31V/ISI!+2kc31EIISI! 
< 4c3IS(IEIIS(! + 2JSIH((SJ - 1, (El - 1) (8) 
steps. 
We make one more remark about the sets Ni,B and Ni,R. Since NiJ = Win~(3& V - 
X@)), it must be the case that for any play p = (~0, ~1,. . .) in which Black follows 
3 where yo E Ni,s, all the nodes r/i for i 2 1 must be in Nig. This is because by 
Lemma 4.7, there is an LVR winning strategy for Black from {vi} and hence vi E 
FEnB(gM( V - J&R)). Thus it follows that if q E lJf=,N,B, then any play p in which 
Black follows 7, where p starts at 4, will remain entirely in U~=,N~~. Thus if 6 $! 
UF=rNi,B or L contains an element which is not in U:=rNip then (L, 6) is not f- 
reachable for Black from Ui(=,Ni,B for any L E 9. A similar remark holds for g and 
Ufi=rN.R. 
The complexity of’ Step 2 
Again we can apply Lemma 4.8 to construct the sets NB and NR. Thus we can find 
Ns and NR in less than or equal to 2cl IEl steps. 
Note that in 2cr IEl steps, we can also construct no memory strategies f and g such 
that any play p, in which Black follows J‘ and which starts in NE - &N;,B, will visit 
U~=INi,B in 1 or more moves and any play p’, in which Red follows g and which starts 
in NR - IJf=, Ni,R, will visit UFz,N;,~ in 1 or more moves . Next we shall describe how 
we can use f and 7 from step 1 to construct a LVR winning strategy fN, for Black from 
NB. The idea to construct fN, is quite simple. That is, if we start at q E NB - I&, N;,B 
and follows f, then we will generate a partial play (~0 = r, ~1,. . . , ;r?$), where qs E 
Uf=rNi,B and vi E NB - U~=,Ni~ for i < s. Then we will want to essentially follow 
7. There is one catch however. If (LVR(q0,. . . , qs),qs) is y-reachable from Uf=rNi,a, 
then Black can literally just follow 7 once we reach vs. However, it may be the case 
that L = LVR(qo ,..., ys_,) # 0 so that (LVR(v]o,. . ,qs),qs) is not y-reachable from 
U~z,Nj,B. Then Black cannot just follow 7. What Black needs to do in any continuation 
of the play (~0,. . . , ys, v,+~, Q+~, .) is to act as if the play started at vs. That is, if 
k > s and ylk E V,, then Black’s next move should be T(LVR(u,, . , qk), Q). Thus we 
would like to define _&(L VR(ylo, . . . , y]k), qk )) = f(L VR(Q, . . , qk ), qk ). Fortunately in 
this case there is no conflict. That is, let L VR(qo, . , qs_ 1) = L’. Note that the partial 
play ~0,. . , qs_l is entirely in NB - utr Ni,B and any partial play (Q, . . , ffk) in which 
Black follows 7 stays entirely in uf=,Ni,~ by our remarks at the end of step 1. Thus 
L = LVR(q,, . , ylk) and L’ have no nodes in common if Black was following f in 
(qs,. . ,qk). Hence in such a situation, LVR(vo,. . ,y_-l, qs,. . ,qk) = L’L but then L 
consists of elements entirely in NB = Uf=,N. 2,B so that again by our remarks at the 
end of step I, (L’L,qk) is not T-reachable for Black from &Ni,B. Thus there is no 
harm to the condition that f is a LVR winning strategy for Black from Ui=r Ni,B by 
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changing the value of 7 at (L’L, qk). It follows that our desired L VR winning strategy 
for Black from Ns can be defined as follows. For L E 2, write L CA iff each element 
of L is in A. Then for (L,n) E 8 x Va, set 
1 
f(r) if 4 E NB - lJizlhi.,~, 
fN&.G'l) = 
T(L”, v]) if L = L’L” where L’ C NB - Uf=, Ni,B, 
L”C_Urzl N~,B, and v E U&~N~,B~ 
f(LY) otherwise. 
Just as was the case with 7 and UFziNB,i, any play p, in which Black follows fN, 
and which starts in NB, will stay entirely within NB. Thus if either 6 # NB or L g NB, 
then (L, S) is not &*-reachable for Black from NB. 
By the same argument, we can construct a LVR winning strategy gNR for Red from 
NR from g and Zj. That is, for (L,v]) E 9 x V,, set 
9(v) if Y E NR - Uf=INi,R, 
gN#, Y) = 
g(J(L”, q) if L = L’L” where L’ c NR - ufz, Ni,R, 
L” G lJf=INi,/t, ad ~1 E IJfzINi,R> 
XL, I?) otherwise. 
Then gNR will be a LVR winning strategy for Red from NR. Moreover any play, in 
which Red follows gNR and which starts in NR, will stay entirely within NR. Thus if 
either 6 $ NR or L 9 NR, then (L,6) is not g&-reachable for Red from NR. 
Note that given f and Ur=iNi,B, to find fNB(L,q), we must check whether q E NB 
or Uf=iNi,B and scan L to see if it is of the form L’L”, where L’ C NB - jJ:=,N;,B 
and L” C Uf=,Ni,B. Thus it takes at most ch[S( steps for some fixed constant c4 to 
find f(L, y). Hence, it takes at most c45/2/sIIVI\s/! additional steps to construct j&. 
Similarly, it takes almost c45/21Sl\ V( IS(! additional steps to construct g&. Thus, the 
total number of steps to construct NB and NR in Step 2 is just 
The 
The 
2~1 PI. 
total number of steps to construct NB, NR, fNB, and g,vR in step 2 is 
2c,lEI + Sc4ISI(VIISI!. 
complexity of Step 3 
(9) 
(10) 
In case 3.1, there is nothing left to do. That is, @‘Yna(9~) = NB, WinR(??M) = NR, 
sb = fNn' and f, = gNR. 
In case 3.2 where NB = NR = 8, McNaughton showed that WinB(%M) = V. The LVR 
winning strategy for Black can be constructed as follows. Consider the sets xr,B from 
step 1. In O(IE() steps, we can construct X r,B and a no memory strategy hi = ff,,l,e,B 
such that if Black follows hi in any play which starts in A’@, Black can force a visit to 
si in 0 or more moves. By Lemma 4.11, V -Xi,B determines a subgame of $9~. Since 
WinR(%M(v -xi,B)) = Ni,R CNR = 8, it fOllOWS that winB(gM(V -Xi,B)) = V-x,.,. 
Moreover in at most H(k - 1, n - 1) steps, we can find a LVR winning strategy ti for 
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Black from V -X;,J in 9~( V - X;,B). We claim that the LVR winning strategy fb for 
Black from V in 9~ can be defined using hl, tl, . . . , hk, & as follows. First we want to 
modify the LVR strategies tl, . . , tk slightly. Namely in a subgame ‘9,&V -Xi,B), there 
are some positions (L, q) which are not ti-reachable from V -Xi,B on which ti(L, q) can 
be arbitrary. Let us define reachi(L, q) as the longest cofinal subsequence L’ of L such 
that (L’, q) is ti-reachable from V - Xi,B. Note that by Lemma 4.3, we can construct 
the set of all (L”, /1) which are ti-reachable from V -xi,B in the subgame 9~( V -X~,J) 
in at most O(( IEl - 1)( JSJ - l)!) steps. Having constructed the set of positions which 
are ti-reachable from V-&B in the subgame 9~( V -X~,B), we then only have to ask 
(L( + 1 membership questions to find reachi(L, r). Thus for each q E V - Xi,B, it take 
d(1+2(l!Yl- 1)+3(lLY( - l)(lSl-2)+... + ISl(((Sl - l)!) d 5/2d(S(! steps for some 
fixed constant d to find the values of reachi(L, r]) for L E 2. Hence, we can construct 
the function reachi in 
dl(((lEl - l)(lsl - I)!)+ Iv -xi,BI(Isl!) (11) 
steps for each i for some fixed constant dl . We then can define a new L VR winning 
strategy ei for Black from V -&J in 3,&V -Xi,B) by letting 
eA.4 V) = C(re&(L, v), v). 
The advantage of the strategies ei is that if p = (~0, ~1,. . .) is any play in 9~ such 
that in some cofinal sequence (qk, Y]k+l , . . .), we follow the LVR strategy which maps 
@V&go,..., v,), err) to Li((LVR(Vo,. . .) ql) n (V - XI:,B),qr) for each qr E VE, where 
r 2 k and LVR(qo, . . . , q,.)) n (V - Xi,B) denotes the subsequence of LVR(qo,. . . , q.) 
formed by all elements which lie in V - Xi,B, then p will have a pen-n set of some 
play in the subgame 9,&V - Xi,B) and hence be a win for Black. 
This given, we shall define a L VR winning strategy from V for Black from hl , . . . , hk 
and 4 I,. . . , /k as follows. Suppose that L = (s,, , . . . , sop) E 2. Define the target of L, 
t(L), to be equal to s,, if q = k or to be equal to Sj where j is the least i such that 
i 4 {ol,... , 04} if q < k. Recall that we are assuming that S E Sz so that Black wins 
any play p in which the perm set of p is S. Hence we would like to force a play to 
visit every node infinitely often. We can thus think of t(L) as the next node we would 
like to visit. That is, if k = q, then when we have reached a position (L, ye) in a play, 
we must have visited all the nodes in S - {sC, } since we visited s,, . If q < k, then we 
when we reach (L, q) in a play, we have not yet visited t(L). The definition of f,(L, v) 
depends mainly on t(L). Given an last visitation record L E 2 and set X C V, we let 
L/X denote the last visitation record which results from L by removing all elements 
which lie in X from L. Say t(L) = Si, then 
.f& ul) = C 
Suppose Black follows this strategy in a play p = (~0, ~1,. . .) and assume that (LVR 
(Y/O,. . , vi), vi) = (L, q) where t(L) = Si. NOW if q E &,J, then by following fb, Black 
will force a visit to Si in 0 or more moves. If q E V -xi,B, then Black is following the 
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strategy ei for some position which is reachable from a play which starts in V-&s = 
Wins(Y~(V - Xi,B)) in the subgame ~M(V - Xi,s). Now either there will be some 
partial play (vi,. . . , qk), where nk E I’, and Red’s next move puts nk+i E Xi,s in which 
case Black will subsequently force the play to visit Si or Red will never move out of 
V -Xi,B in which case Black automatically wins because the effect of following f,, will 
be to follow ei in some cofinal sequence of play which starts in Wins(S,( V-x,s)) in 
the subgame %M( V - Xi,s). Thus in any play p = (10, ~1,. . .) in which Black follows 
fb, either Black forces perm(p) = S or for some i and j, (qj,nj+l,. . .) is a cofinal 
sequence in a play in the subgame 9~( V-&s) which starts from FVin&2?& V-X~,B)) 
and in which Black is following ei so that perm( p) E Q(v_x,,~) C_ 52. Thus fb is a LVR 
winning strategy for Black from V in 9~. 
Note that we may assume that for i = 1,. . . , k, the set Xi,B, the no memory strategy 
hi and the LVR winning strategy ti for Black from V - Xi,B in 9~( V - Xi,B) was 
constructed in step 1. Given the Xi,s’s, hi’s, and ti’s, it then takes at most \Sldt(((lE - 
l)(lSl - l)!)+ IV-Xi,B(((Sl!)) steps to construct er,...,ck. Finally, given&B’s,, hi’s, 
and /i’s, it takes an additional dzlS[ steps to find f(L, q) for any (L,n) E $P x V for 
some fixed constant d2. Thus, note that since I V ( G [El, it takes at most 
ISl(dl((Wl - l)(lSl - I)!) + IV -Xi,~I~I~l~~~+~~~!~l~II~I~l~l~~ 
additional steps to compute fb in this case for some fixed constant cs. 
If all we are interested in is computing Wins and I%R(SM), there is essentially 
nothing to do in this case. That is, once we know NR = Ns = 0, then Win,(FTM) = V 
and WinR(%M) = 0. 
Finally, we consider case 3.3 of step 3. First we claim V - (NB U NR) determines a 
subgame of 9~. That is, if u E VB - (NB U NR), then there can be no edge (u,w) E E 
such that w E Ns since otherwise the construction of Ns via Lemma 4.8 would force 
u E NB. Similarly, it cannot be that for all edges (u, w) E E, w E NR since otherwise 
u would be forced into NR. Thus there is at least one edge (v, w) E E such that w E 
V - (NB U NR). A similar argument will show that for every u E VR - (NE U NR), there 
is an edge (0, w) E E such that w E V - (NB U NR). Then since NB U NR # 0, we can by 
recursion construct the sets Wine(YM( V - (NB U NR))), WinR(%M( v - (Ns U NR))), a 
LVR winning strategy hb for Black from Win,(a,( V - (NB UNR))), and a LVR winning 
strategy h, for Red from Win~(3~( V - (Ns U NR))). Then we claim that Wine(Su) = 
NB U Wins(Y~( V - (NB U NR))) and Wine = NR U winR(%M( v - (NE U NR))). The 
winning LVR strategy fs for Black is defined as follows. For any (L,q) E 9 x V, let 
hb(L, ? ) ifnE V-(NBUNR) 
and LLV-(N~UNR), 
fb(~,q) = f&(L”,q) if n E NE and L = L’L”, where 
L’CV-(NBUN~) and L”CN& 
f&J) if otherwise. 
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Now suppose that p = (qo,~~,. .) is a play in which Black follows fb. If I]O E NB, 
then Black will just be following fNB. By our remarks at the end of step 2, the entire 
play will be in NB in this case and Black will win since fNB is a LVR winning 
strategy for Black from NB in 9~. Next assume ~0 E Winef 9~( V - (NB U NR))). 
Then Black starts out following hb. As long as Red continues to play in the subgame 
99~( V - (Ns UNR)), Black will continue to follow hb keeping the play in the subgame 
9~( V - (Ns U NR)). Now suppose that there is a k such that r~k E V, - (NB U NR) 
but nk+] E NB U NR. Note that it can not be that qk+i E NR since otherwise vk E NK 
by our construction of NR. Thus nk+i E NE. But then just like the situation in Case 
3.2 of step 3, our definition of fb ensures that Black then plays like he is following 
f NB in the play (nk+l, qk+2 . . .). Moreover, as Red has no move from a node in NB to 
a node out of NB, the play will continue in Ns. Thus in this case, perm(qo, ~1,. . .) = 
perm(qk+l, qk+2r.. .) E n since fNB is a winning LVR strategy for Black from Ns. 
Finally, if there is no such k, then the entire play p occurs in the subgame %M(V - 
(NB U NR)) and again Black must win p because he is following hb which is a LVR 
winning strategy for Black from FVin~(Y,&V - (NE U NR))) in BM(V - (NB U NR)). 
Thus fb is a L VR winning strategy for Black from NB U V%ZB(~~( V - (NB U NR ))). 
A similar argument will show that f, is a winning LVR strategy for Red from NR U 
J+%R(~~( V - (NB U NR))) where for (L, q) E 9 x V, we define 
( 
W% y/) ifqE V-(NgUNa)andLCV-(NgUNR), 
.mv) = 
gN,_(L”,q) if q E NR and L = L’L”, where 
L’CV-(N~UNR) andL”CNR, 
.%v& ?) otherwise. 
Finally, we consider the complexity in this case. There are two subcases. 
Subcase 3.3.1: (NB U NR) n s = ‘8. 
In this subcase, McNaughton proves that in the subgame 9& = ‘SM( V - (NB U NR)), 
the analogues of NB and NR are empty. That is, he proves the following. 
Theorem 4.12. Suppose 9~ is a McNaughton game and NB(YM) = NB and NR(~M) = 
NR is defined as in step 2 of our recursive algorithm. If (NB U NR) n S = 8, then in 
the subgame CC& = g&V-(Ne ~NR)), J%C$)UNR(~~)=~. 
The import of Theorem 4.12 is that in subcase 3.3.1, the subgame 9h falls in case 
3.2 of step 3 so that Win,(9,& V-(NBUNR))) = V-(N~UNR) and I’I%R(gM( V-(NsU 
NR))) = 0. Thus there is essentially nothing to do in this subcase to find Win,(%M) 
and I’I?nR(??M) since we know that 
WinB(SM) = V - NR and WinR(??M) = NR. 
If we want to construct fb and f, in this case, we must find the winning LVR 
strategy hb for Black from V - (NB U NR) in 99~(V - (NB U NR) = 9h. By our 
analysis of case 3.2 of step 3, this requires that we construct the sets XI:&?&) and 
their corresponding no memory strategies and to solve the subgames Yb( V - (Ns U 
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Ns UXi,s(Sa)) and find their corresponding winning LVR strategies for Black. Note 
that since Ns U Na # 8 and Si E Xi,s(gb), IE( V - (Ns U NR U&J(~~))[ is less than 
or equal to n - 2. Thus it takes 2kcr(\E\ - 1) + 2kH(k - 1,n - 2) steps to find these 
sets and solve the subgames. Then the strategy hb can be constructed from no memory 
strategies for corresponding to X~,B(~&)‘S and the winning LVR strategies for Black in 
the subgames 9h( V - (NB U NR U Xi,s(gL)) in c5(SI((E - lj)(iSl!) steps. Finally, it 
takes d~( ISI 19 x VI) steps to construct fb from hb and fN, for some fixed constant 
dg. Clearly, we can let f, = fNR in this subcase. Thus to construct f, and f,, requires 
at most 
2kc, IEl + 2kH(k - 1,n - 2) + c#(n - l)k!) + d&5/2@!) 
< 2(SlC,l~f7j + 2lslff(lsj - 1, IEl - 2) + 5c6(SI\E(ISI! 
steps for some fixed constant c6. 
Subcase 3.3.2: (Ns U NR) n S # 0. 
(13) 
In this case to find the sets Wins(%~( V - (NE UN,))) and Win~(g,u( V - (Ns UNR))) 
requires at most F(k - 1, n - 1) steps. Thus to find the sets Wins and Wine 
requires at most 
2c71EI +E(lsl - 1, IEl - 1) (14) 
steps where the factor 2c7( VI < 2c7lEI is the cost of forming the unions NB U Winp, 
(9~( V - (NB U NR))) and NR U Win~(9~( V - (NB U NR))). 
The number of steps required to construct the LVR strategies fb and f, is H(k - 1, 
n - 1) steps to find the strategies hb and h, in the subgames %,w( V - (NB U NR)) 
plus O( ISI ) 2 x VI ) steps to construct the strategies fb from fN, and hb and f, from 
gNR and h,.. Hence in this case, to find Wine, WinR(%M), fb, and f, takes at 
most 
2c71Ej + H(IS( - 1, IEI - 1) + ‘+IIv(Isl! (15) 
steps. 
Putting together our estimates from (7)-( 15) in the three steps of our recursive 
algorithm, we have shown that for some fixed constants c and c’ 
F(lSl, IEI> < cISIIE( + clEl + IV1 + (-VI + lF’(lSl - 1, IEl - 1) 
< c(SIIEI + 2clEI + (2jSl + l)F(IS( - 1, IEl - 1) 
for ISI > 1. Thus 
(16) 
ckn+2cn+(2k+l)F(k-l,n-l)>F(k,n). 
Moreover by Theorem 4.10, for some constant d 
F(l,n) = dn. 
(17) 
(18) 
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Now assume by induction that F(k - 1,~) < dkm odd!(k) for all m. Then by (17), 
if d > 3c, 
F(n,k)<ckn+2cn+(2k+l)F(k-l,n-1) 
<ch+2cn+(2k+l)d(k-l)nodd!(k-1) 
< ckn + 2cn + d(k - 1)n odd!(k) 
< n add!(k) * 
2c 
odd!(k) + 
-----+dk-d 
odd!(k) 
si dkn odd!(k) (19) 
Thus, we have established part (a) of Theorem 4.5. 
Similarly, we have established that for some fixed constant c’, 
c’lSJjEI((Sj!) + C’lEJ + c’(SI(V((ISJ!) + c’lsllE[ 
+ (2(SI + l)H((ISI - 1, IEl - 1) + 2lSlH(ISI - 1, IEl - 2)) 
~w% PI). (20) 
Thus by using the facts that JV( d (E( and ISI 2 1, we have shown that 
2c’kn(k!) + 2c’kn + (2k + l)H(k - 1, n- 1)+2kH(k- l,n-2)bH(k,n). (21) 
Again Theorem 4.10 establishes that for some fixed constant d’ 
H(l,n) = d’n. (22) 
Now assume by induction that H(k - 1,m) 6 d’(k - 1)2k-1m odd!(k - 1). Then by 
(21) if d’ > 4c’, we have that 
H(n, k) < 2c’kn(k!) + 2c’kn + (2k + l)d’(k - 1)2k-1(n - 1) odd!(k - 1) 
+2kd’(k - 1)2k-1(n - 2) odd!(k - 1) 
< 2c’kn(k!) + 2c’kn + d’(k - 1)2kn odd!(k) 
= 2kn odd!(k) 
2c’k(k! ) 2c’k 
2kodd!(k) + 2kodd!(k) 
+ d’k - d 
I 
< d’k2kn odd!(k). 
Thus we have established part (b) of Theorem 4.5. 0 
5. Tractable cases of McNaughton games 
(23) 
The bound for the running time of the algorithm in Theorem 4.5 is useful for only 
very small values of ISI. Even for IS/ = 6, the factor ISJ21slodd!(lSI) is already equal 
to 37 671480. Part of the problem is that the general recursive algorithm used to prove 
Theorem 4.5 does not use any properties of the set of winning sets a. In this section, 
we shall give two examples where if we know something about the form of 52, then 
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we can construct Wine, Wing, fb and f, in at most O(lSlEl) steps. 
Before giving our two examples, we start with an example due to McNaughton. 
Definition 5.1. Say that a pair (S, s2), where S is a finite set and Q G 2’ has a split if 
there exists CC, ,l3 5 S such that either 
(i)ccU/?EQanda,/3E2s-fior 
(ii) c( U fl $ D and a, p E Sz. 
Suppose (S, 52) has no splits, S E Sz and 52 # 2’. Then define o(S, s2) be the maximum 
size of anX E 2s-Q. Thus 0 d o(S,Q) < ISI-1. Now ifX E 2’-Q and 1x1 = o(S,Q), 
then for any y E S -X, it follows that for all {y} c Z C S, Z E Sz. That is, if Z $ Q, 
then by the definition of o(S, Q), X U Z E 52 which would violate the fact that Q has 
no splits. 
Definition 5.2. We say a pair (S,52), where Sz C 2s is a no memory pair if for any 
McNaughton game 9~ = (G,S, Q), Black has a no memory strategy from WinB(gM) 
and Red has a no memory strategy from WinR(%M). 
Now McNaughton proved the following. 
Theorem 5.3. For any jinite set S and Q G 2’, (S, 52) is a no memory pair ifs (S, Q) 
has no splits. 
The importance of Theorem 5.3 is that McNaughton proved one direction of Theorem 
5.3 by giving an algorithm to solve McNaughton games $9~ = (G, S, Sz) and produced 
the required no memory strategies in the case where (S, 52) has no splits. 
McNaughton did not analyze the complexity of this algorithm so our next result 
gives a complexity analysis in this case. Unfortunately, the bound is still exponential 
in ISI and linear in IEl. 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose 9~ = (G, S, 0) is a McNaughton game, where G = (V, V,, 
Vk,E) and (S,Q) has no splits. Then there is an algorithm, which given $?,+t, runs in 
C!!(/Sl21’IJEI) steps andproduces WinB(%M), WinR(gM), a no memory winning strategy 
fb for Black from WinB(gM), and a no memory winning strategy fr for Red from 
WinR( C!JM ).
Proof. We shall only sketch the algorithm that McNaughton gives since he verifies in 
[8] that it works. 
First note that (S,Q) has no splits iff (S,2’ - 0) has no splits so that there is no 
loss in assuming that S E 0. Now fix X E 2’ - s2 of size o(S, Q) and y E S - X. 
By our remarks following the definition of o(S, Q), if follows that if {y} & Z C S, then 
Z E 9. Thus Black can win any play p in which he can force p to visit y infinitely 
often. 
Our proof proceeds by induction on ISI. Let F(k,n) be the maximum number of 
steps it requires to find WinB(G&), WinR(G&), and the required no memory strategies 
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fh and f, for any game G& = (G*,S*,Q*), where (S*,CJ*) has no splits, IS*/ = k, 
and G* has n edges. Note that by Theorem 4.10, there is a fixed constant d such that 
F( 1,n) = dn. (24) 
Now assume ISI > 1. First construct X, = XIV),O,~ and its corresponding no memory 
strategy fy = f{y},O,B via Lemma 4.8. We can compute X, and fy in cl IEl steps for 
some fixed constant cl. Next consider the subgame determine by V - X!, 6!2~( V - 
X,) = (Gv-x, ,S(V - X,),Q( V - X,.)). It is easy to see that jS( V - &)I < ISI and 
(S( V -X,), !2( V -A$)) has no splits so that by induction, in at most F(lSl - 1, /El - 1) 
steps, we can construct Wine(Y~( V -X,)), J%z~(~M( V -X,)), a no memory strategy 
gb for Black from Win~(9~( V - X,)), and a no memory strategy gr for Red from 
Win~(9~(V -X,)). There are 2 cases. 
Cuse 1: y E VB and Out(y) n (X, U Win~(9~( V - xv))) # 0 or y E VR and 
Out(y) CXY u Wi?z~(C!Y~( v -q.)). 
In this case, it is not difficult to show that l@rR(g~) = WinR(ghf(V -X,)) and 
l%~~(9?~) = Win,(9~( V - xl,)) U X?;. The no memory winning strategies can be 
defined as follows. 
For g E VR, let 
sArl> if v E V-x,, 
fr(vl) = 6 
{ where 6 is the least element of Out(y) if y E X,. 
For v] E VB, let 
( 
f;(U) if r? E x,, - iv>, 
gb(v) 
fb(tl) = 6 
if u E v -xyj 
where 6 is the least element of 
Note that it takes ~21 VI d CZIEI steps to construct fh and f, given f,,,gb, and g,. for 
some fixed constant ~2. 
Case 2: Not case 1. 
Construct Z = xWinR(Iq,,I( v--x, )),O,R and its corresponding no memory strategy ,fi via 
Lemma 4.8. Our assumptions ensure y E Xi+,inRCCgi,(~_~, ),V),R in this case. Again we can 
construct Z and fi in c2jEl steps. Also V - Z determines a subgame, YM( V - Z) = 
(Gv-z,S(V-Z),Q(V-Z)), where (S(V-Z),O(V-Z)) has no splits and jS(V-Z)l < 
ISI. Thus by induction, we can find Win,(%~(V-Z)), WinR(gM( V-Z)), a no memory 
winning strategy hb for Black from Win,(g,( V - Z)), and a no memory winning 
strategy h,. for Red from R%?R(~M( Y - Z)) in at most F(lSl - 1, IEl - 1) steps. It 
is then not difficult to show that Win~(‘??~) = Wirz~(‘3~(V - Z)) and WinR(g~) = 
Z U WinR(gM( V - Z)) and the corresponding no memory strategies in this case are 
defined as follows. For q E VB, 
where 6 is the least element of Out(q) if q E Z. 
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fz(n) if y] E Z - WinR(%4(V -xy))3 
f,(q) = a(v) if I? E WinR(gdV -xy)), 
h,(q) if n E V - Z. 
That is, suppose Red follows f, in a play (~0, ~1,. . .). If ~0 E Z, then Red is following 
f, and hence will force a move to WinR(g& V-X,)) in zero or more steps. Since Black 
has no move from a node in I’ -X, into X,, it follows that the remainder of play will 
stay in V-X, and hence Red will win since once the play moves to WinR(gM( V-X,)), 
Red follows gr which is a no memory winning strategy for Red from l%R(Y& V-X,)) 
in the subgame determined by V-X,. If 90 E #%R(~M( V -Z)), then Black will either 
play forever in V -Z or he will eventually force a move into Z. In the first case, Red 
will win because he will follow h, which is a winning strategy from II&R(g’M( V - Z)) 
in the subgame determined by V - Z. In the second case, Red will win since he wins 
any game which eventually moves into Z. 
Next suppose that Black is following fb in a play (/IO, /Ii,. . .). Note that Red has no 
move from a node in V - Z into Z. Thus if /?o E Win,y(%& V - Z)), the entire play 
will lie in V - Z since Black will be following the strategy hb which is a winning 
strategy for Black for Win,(3~( V - Z)). Thus Black will win. 
Note that it takes at most ~31 VI d c31El steps to construct fb and f, from h,,hb, fi, 
and gr in case 2. Putting together the analysis of cases 1 and 2, we see that there is 
some fixed constant c such that 
ClEl + 2F(ISI - 1, IEl - 1) 3 F(lS(, IEI). (25) 
Assuming by induction that F(k - 1,m) < d(k - 1)2k-‘m, equation (25) implies 
F(k,n) d cn + 2d(k - 1)2!+‘(n - 1) 
<cn+2kd(k- 1)n 
d 254; + dk - d). (26) 
Thus if we pick d > c, then we may conclude F(k, n) <dk2kn. Cl 
There are many special cases for Sz where we can substantially improve on the 
running time bounds in Theorems 4.5 and 5.4. Our next two results will show that 
if 52 is an interval, i.e. if Q = {Y : Zi C Y C 22) for some Zi C Z, C S, then we can 
solve a McNaughton game GM = (G, S, Q) in 0( (S( [El ) steps. 
Theorem 5.5. Let 99~ = (G,S,Q) be a McNaughton game, where G = (V, VB, VR,E). 
Zf Q = {Y: Y c Z} where Z C S, then there is an algorithm which runs in at most 
O(lS-ZllEl) steps andproduces Wins(gM), WinR(gM), a no memory winning strategy 
fb for Black from WinB(%M) and a no memory winning strategy f, for Red from 
WinR(%M). 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on IS - Z(. Note if Z = S, then the game is trivial. 
That is, if Z = S, then Q = 2s and Black wins every play no matter what strat- 
egy he follows. So assume the result when IS - ZI < p and let Ya = S - Z = 
{Sl,..., sp}. First construct YI = XyD,o+ its corresponding no memory strategy for 
fi = f&Jd,R for Red, and its corresponding no memory strategy gi = gyo$J for 
Black as in Lemma 4.8 and the remarks following Lemma 4.8. Now clearly gi is a 
winning no memory strategy for Black from V - Y, in 9~( V - Yl). That is, Red 
has no move from a node V - YI into Yi = Xr,,O,R. Thus if Black follows gi in 
a play p which starts in V - YI, then Black forces the entire play to stay within 
V - Y,. Hence perm(p) fl Yl = 8 so that certainly perm(p) n S - Z = 8 and 
Black wins. 
Next consider the points si,. . . , sp, We say that si is bad for Red relative to A if 
either 
(i) si E VR n A and Out(si) C V -A or 
(ii)siEVsnAandOut(si)n(V-A)#@. 
Now suppose B1 is the set of elements contained in S - Z which are bad for Red 
relative to Yi. There are 3 cases. 
&se 1: B1 =S-Z. 
In this case, we claim Win~(??~) = V. The winning no memory strategy fb for 
Black from V is defined as follows. For q E V,, let 
(gi(vl) ifgE V-YI, 
where 6 is the least element of out(q) n (V - YI ) 
if rj E S - Z, 
Y where y is the least element in Out(y), otherwise. 
That is, suppose p = (~0, ~1,. .) is any play in which Black follows fb. If some 
y]k E V - Y,, then in the play (qk,qk+i,. . .), Black is simply following gi and since 
Red has no move from a node in V - Y, to Yi, Black wins p by our remarks 
above. Note that by our assumption that S - Z is bad for Yi, if some v], E S - Z, 
then either qn E V, and hence fb(qn) = q,+l E V - Y, or q,, E VR in which 
case q,+i E V - Y, by the fact that S - Z is bad for Yi. Thus if the play ever 
reaches a node in S - Z, the next move must to a node in V - Y, so that Black 
wins p. Of course, if no node p is ever in S - Z, then certainly perm(p) c Z 
so that once again Black wins p. Thus Black wins all plays and hence 
Wine(??M) = V. 
Case 2: B1 = 0. 
In this case, we claim WinR(yM) = YI and hence Win,(??~) = V - YI since we 
have already shown yi is a no memory winning strategy for Black from V - Y,. The 
fact that B1 = 8 means that for every si E S - Z either 
(a) si E VB and Out(si) C Yi or 
(b) si E VR and Out(si) n Yi # 0. 
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The no memory winning strategy f, for Red from Y, is then defined for each q E VR 
bY 
i 
f,(v) if Y @ (S -Z), 
f,(Y) = 6 where 6 is the least element of Out(q) n Y, 
if q E S - Z. 
Now suppose p = (~0, ~1,. . .) is a pl a m which Red follows f, and which starts in y 
Y,. If q. E Y, - (S - Z), then Red is following fi which forces a visit to S - Z. Once 
we are in S - Z, our definition of f, and the fact that B, = 8 ensures our next move 
is into Y,, again. Thus either our next move is into S - Z or once again we start in 
Y, - (S - Z) and Red can force another visit to S -Z. Thus p will have to visit S -Z 
infinitely many times and hence perm(p) n (S - Z) # 0 and Red wins p. 
Case 3: 0 # B, # S - Z. 
By the same argument as we used in case 1, (V - Y,) U B, C Win~(%e~). That is, 
let h2 be the following no memory strategy for Black. For II E VB, let 
I 
g,(q) if v E V -B,, 
h2(v) = 6 where 6 is the least element of Out(q) n (V - Y, ), 
if r~ E B,. 
Then suppose p = (~0, q, , . . .) is a play in which Black follows hi. Now if yo E 
V - Y,, then Black is just following gl and the entire play lies in V - Y,. Thus 
perm(p) n (S - Z) = 0 and Black wins. If ~0 E B,, then our definition of hi ensures 
that y1 E V - Y, so that in the play (~1, yl2 , . . .), Black will once again be following 
gl and hence Black will win. Moreover our analysis shows that as long as Black is 
following AZ, then any play which starts in (I’ - Y, ) U B, stays in ( V - Y, ) UB, forever. 
Next construct Y2 = Xr, us,,a,s and it corresponding no memory strategy f2 = 
f 6 u~l,e)J for Black. Note that V - Y2 determines a subgame of %M. Thus in the 
~~~~~~(V-Y~)=(G~_Y,,S(V-Y~),~~(V-Y~)),S(V-Y~)=S~(V-Y~)~S-B, 
and Q(V - Y,) = {Y E Sz : YcS(V - Y2)} = {Y : YcZ n (I’ - Yz)}. Thus 
the set of winning sets of 9?,& V - Y2) has the required form. Moreover, (S n (V - 
Y2)) - (Z fl (V - Y2)) = (S - Z) n (V - Y2) C(S - B,) - Z. Thus by induction, 
in i!V(((S - Z) n (V - Y2)l(\El - 1)) steps, we can construct kVin~(%~(V - Yz)), 
WinR(G(V - Y2), a no memory winning fb for Black from Wine(%~(V - Yz)), and 
a no memory winning strategy f, for Red from Win~(%~(V - Y2)). Then we claim 
Wins = Y2 u WinB(S~(V - Yz)) and Win, = WQ(SM( V - Y,)). 
That is, first extend f, to a no memory strategy for Red in 9~ by defining for each 
,‘!E VR, 
.fxl?>= 6 
1 
f,(v) if ul E V - Y2, 
where 6 is the least element of Out(q) if q E Y,. 
By our remarks in Example 4.1, f, is automatically a no memory winning strategy for 
Red from @%R(g~u( V - Y2)) in 9~. 
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The desired no memory strategy fh may be defined by setting for each q E V,, 
1 
h2(v) ifr E (V- YI)UBI, 
&(yl) = f*(v) if YI E Y2 - ((V - YI) U&), 
&(q) if rj E V - Y2. 
Now suppose p is any play in which Black is following fb and which starts in 
PVine( V - Yz) U Y2. Now if p ever visits (V - Y, ) U B1, then Black will follow h2 for 
the rest of the play and win. If p ever visits YZ - ((V - YI) U Bl), then Black will 
follow f2 until he forces a visit to (V - YI) U BI and once again Black wins. If p 
never visits Y2, then Black is following J;, in the subgame 9~( V - Y2) so again Black 
must win. Thus fb is a no memory winning strategy from Y2 U Win~Cf?,& V - Y2). 
Note that by Lemma 4.8, we can compute Y,, f,,,g~, Y2, f2 in @([El) steps. In case 3, 
we can compute Win,(9M(V-Y2)), Win~(%&V-Y2)),fr and3 in < O((lZl-1)IEl) 
steps. Finally once we are given all the sets and functions, we can clearly complete 
the computation of WinB(9?~), WinR(9~), fb, and f, in an additional O(lEl) steps. 
Hence the entire computation takes in @(l.Z IEI) steps. 0 
Our next result will show that we can also solve all McNaughton games where 
Sz = {Y : Z, C Y s 22) and Z1 # 0 in at most O(lSllE() steps. In this case, Theorem 
5.3 shows that if IZI 1 2 2, then such a game cannot always be solved with no memory 
winning strategies for Black and Red. However we shall see that, we do not require 
full LVR strategies in this case. 
Theorem 5.6. Let 99~ = (G,S, Q) be a McNaughton game, where G = (V, V,, VR, E) 
and D = {Y: ZlcYcZ2) f or some 0 # Z1 C Z2 C S. Then there is an algorithm, 
which given %M, runs in at most cO((2lZ11 + 1)IEl) steps and produces Win&SM), 
WinR(gM), a LVR winning strategy fb for Black from Win,(gM), and a LVR winning 
strategy f, for Red from WinR(%M). 
Proof. The algorithm for computing WinB(gM), WinR(gM), fb and f, proceeds as 
follows. First compute for each si E ZI, X{,},,_,,,J, the corresponding no memory 
strategy for Black J; = ffs,),S--Z2,B, and the corresponding no memory strategy for 
Red gi = gtS,),s_z2,B. By our remarks above, this takes 0(/Z, lIEI> steps. There are two 
cases. 
Case 1: IZII = 1 so that Z1 = (~1). 
In this case, there are two subcases. 
Subcase 1.1: Either SI E Ve and Out(sl)C V-X{S,j,s--z2,B or SI E V, and Out(sl)n 
(V - X{s,},S-Z&B) # 0. 
In this case, we claim WinR(gM ) = V. The required LVR winning strategy for Red 
f, from V in this case is in fact a no memory strategy. That is, if SI E V,, then 
let f, = g1 and if s1 E VR, then let f,(sl) = 6, where 6 is the least element of 
Out(sl) n (V -X{,,),s-z2,B) and f,(q) = gl(q) for q E VR - (~1). It is then easy to 
see that if p is any play in which Red is following f,, then after every visit to ~1, 
the play next visits V - X{s,~,s-z2,B at which point Red starts to follow 91. But this 
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means that after such a visit, the play must visit some element of S - Zz before it can 
again visit X{s,lrS-Z2rB and hence before it can visit sl. Thus either p visits S, only 
finitely often so that S, $perm(p) or it visits s, infinitely often in which case p must 
also visit elements of S - Z, infinitely often. In the latter case, since S - Z, is finite, 
some x E S - Z2 must be visited infinitely often so that perm(p) n (S - Z2) # 8. Thus 
in either case, it is not the case that {s,} C pevm(p) C_ Z2 so Red wins. 
Subcase 1.2: Not subcase 1.1. 
Thus if S, E I’,, Out(~) ~X{,,),~-Z~,J and if S, E I’B, then Out(s,) n X{S,),~--zz,B. 
In this case, let A, = X{,,l,S_zz,B and compute &,,B,~, its corresponding no memory 
strategy fA, = &,,o,~ for Black, and its corresponding no memory strategy gA, = gA,,a,B 
for Red. Then we claim Wing = XA,,a,B and WinR = V - X*,,T,~. Now clearly 
g.4, is a no memory winning strategy for Red from V - X,, ,Q because in any play 
p in which Red is following gA, and which starts in V - &,,Q, must stay entirely 
in V - XA,,~,J. In particular, since S, E A, CX,,,a,,, this means that S, 6 perm(p) 
for any such play so that Red wins p. The LVR winning strategy fb for Black from 
&,a,, is defined so that for each n E Vs and L E 6p 
fbG)I) = C fA,(q) ifs, $ L and VI E&,,o,B -AI, fi(rl) otherwise, (27) 
where if S, E VR, then fi = f, and if si E V,, then f,(s,) = y is the least element of 
Out(s~)nx{,,),~-,~ and fi(rl) = f,(q) ifq E VB-{a). Now qvse P = (YO,VI,,..) 
is a play in which Black is following fb where ~0 E &, ,0, B. Then either 90 E Al 
or yo E XA,,s,s -A, in which case the effect of Black following fb is that Black is 
following the no memory strategy fA, so that Black will force a visit to A, in 0 or 
more moves. Thus in either case, there must be some i such that Q E Al. Then in the 
rest of the play (vi, vi+,, . . .), Black will follow 7, which has the effect of forcing a 
visit to S, while avoiding S - Z2 and then moving back into Al - {SI }. Thus in the 
play (vi, vi+,, . .), Black will force infinitely many visits to s, while never visiting and 
node in S - Zz. Hence {s,} C perm(p) C Z2 and Black wins p. 
By Lemma 4.8, we can compute J+,J,s-Z>,B , f,, 91, &,,o,B ,fA,, in WIEI) steps. 
It is then easy to see that it takes an additional 0( ( V 1) steps to compute WinB(SM ), 
WinR(SM), fb and f, from this information. Thus certainly we can solve YM in O(3 IEI ) 
steps in this case. 
Case 2: Z, = {s,, . . ..s.}, where p 3 2. 
In this case, there are also two subcases. 
Subcase 2.1: Z, g niP_,X~ss~,~_~2,~. 
In this subcase, there is some fixed i and j less than or equal to p such that 
Sj $ X{,I,S-~~,J. Then we claim WinR(3M) = V and f, = gi is a no memory winning 
strategy for Red from V. That is, let p = (qo,ql,. . .) be any play in which follows f,. 
If for some t, Y]* = Sj E V - X{s,),~_~z,~, then by following the no memory strategy 
gi, Red either forces the play to stay entirely within V -X{,},S-Z2,B or forces the first 
move out of V - X{s,),s-z2,B after Q to be a node in S - Z2. Hence after any visit 
to Sj, Red can force a visit to S - Z2 before the play can again visit si E X{S,l,s_~2,B. 
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Thus if both si and sj are visited infinitely often during the play p, then S - Zz must 
be visited infinitely often and hence perm(p) n (S - Z2) # 0. Thus for any play, either 
{si,sj} 9 perm(p) or perm(p) n (S - Z2) # 0. 1 n either case, Red wins p. Thus f, is 
a no memory winning strategy for Red from V. 
In this case, we must compute Y = &,,a,+ its corresponding no memory strategy 
fz, = &,0,B for Black, and the corresponding no memory strategy gz, = gz,,a,B for 
Red. In this case, we claim that lVin~(C!?~) = Y and Win~(9?~) = V - Y. 
It is easy to see that V - Y 5 WinR(9~). That is, clearly gz, is a no memory 
winning strategy for Red from V - Y since Black has no move from V - Y to Y and 
hence any play p, in which Red is following gz, and which starts in V - Y, must 
stay entirely within V - Y and hence perm(p) f~ ZI = Q). To define the LVR strategy 
for Black from Y, we must define the notion of the Z-target, tz(L), for a possible 
last visitation record L. Now if L C S - 21, we define tz, (L) = 8. Otherwise we can 
write L = (L~,si, ,Ll,siz,L2,. . . ,Lt_l,si,,Lt), where LO, Ll,. . . , L, are (possibly empty) 
sequences from S - Zi and il ,..., irC{l ,..., pj. In this case, ~-T,(L) = si, if t = p 
and tz,(L) = sj, where j is the least element of { 1,. . . , p} - {il,. . ,i<} otherwise. 
Then we claim that the LVR winning strategy Jh for Black from y can be defined for 
(yip,V) E 2 X VB by 
f&v) = I fz,(r> if b,(L) = 0, j-(s) if tz,(L) = s,. (28) 
Now consider a play p = (~0, ‘?I , . . .) in which Black follows fb and 90 E Y. 
If ~0 E Y - Zi, then Black will follow the no memory strategy fz, until the play 
reaches some vi E Zi. Note that there must be such an i since by construction Black 
starts our following fz, and hence Black can force any play which starts in Y - 
Zi to visit Zi in 0 or more steps. Let io be the least j such that r/j E Zi. Then 
L(40,. . . , vi,) will be of the form (L’,sq) where r/i0 = sq E Zi. At this point, the 
effect of Black following fb is that Black starts following the no memory strategy 
fj where sj = t((L’,sq)). Because {sq} CX{,,),s_zl,, ~XZ,,Q = Y, following the no 
memory strategy fj will force a visit to sj in 0 or more moves. Moreover, suppose 
that (vi,, . . . , vm) is partial play in which Black is following fj which has not reached 
sj. Then it is easy to see that LVR(qo.. qio,. . . )I*) = (Lo,s,,, LI,. . . ,si,,Lt), where 
Lo,L, ,..., L, are sequences contained in S-Zi, and q E {il,..., i,}C{l,..., p}-(j). 
But since j = /J.X(S E { 1,. . . , p} - {q}), j = ~(x E { 1,. . . , p} - {if,. . . , it}) so that 
t(LVR(qo, . , vi,. . . , yl)) = sj. This means that in following fb, Black will continue to 
follow fi until the play reaches sj. Thus the play wili reach sj by our choice of fj and 
hence there will be some least il > is such that vi, = sj. Moreover during the partial 
play (Vi” > .. . , vi,), we stay entirely within X{s,),~-zl,~ so that there are no occurrence 
of elements of S - Zz in (vi,, . . . , vi, ). More generally suppose that vlU = s, E Zi, 
L, = LVR(qo,. . . ,q,) = (Lo,si,,Ll,. .sL,LI,s,), where Lj are sequences contained in 
S - Zi and ij < p for i < t, and tz,(L,) = s,. Note that since IZlI 2 2, m # n. Then 
starting at vu, Black is following f,. Moreover, since vu = s, E X{Snll,s-~2,~, as long 
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as Black continues to follow f,, Black can force the play to visit s, before it visits 
S - Z,. Now suppose (Q,, . . , vu) is a partial play during which Black is following f, 
but has not reached s,. Note that the nodes (vu,. . . , vu) all lie in X{sJ,,l,S_Z2,B - {So} 
so that there are no occurrences of elements of S - Zl U {sm} in this partial play. 
This means that if sm $ {si,, . . . ,si,}, then sm $ L, =LVR(qo, . . , vu,. . . , qr). Also if 
H, = {i: i < p and si occurs L,}, then {iI,. ..,&}C_H,>.Thusm=&x~{l,..., p}- 
{il,. . , it}) = p.x(x E ({ 1,. . . , p} - { 1,. . . , i,}) - H,) so that tz, (LL.) = s,. Similarly if 
s, = s,, , it is easy to see that L, must be of the form (LA, Si, (= s,), L’ , . . , sj, , ~5: ), where 
L: is a sequence contained in S - Zz and jr < p for e d r. That is, again tz, (Lc) = s,. 
It follows that starting at vu, Black continues to follow f, until it reaches s,. Thus 
Black will generate a partial play (qU = s,,n,+i,. . . , qy = s,,~), where (vu,. . . , qllj_l) 
lies entirely in X{,,l,,_,,0. In particular, (VU,. . . ,qw) contains no occurrence of an 
element of S - Z2. This means that there will be a sequence io < il < iz < . . . such 
that for all Y > 0, yi, E Zi, during the partial play (vi,. . . , qr,+, ), Black is following 
f, where tz,(LVR(qo,. . . , vi, ) = s,, vi,,, = s,, and vi,, . . . , vi,&, occurs entirely within 
X{s,,,),~-~2,B. This certainly implies perm(p) 5 Z2. 
In addition, we claim that Zi C_ perm(p). That is, since we always reach the current 
Zi-target of any sequence L VR(q0,. . . , vi), it is easy to see that each si with i < p will 
be visited at some point in the play. Thus there must be a u such that LVR(qo . . . Q,) = 
(Lg,si,, LI, . . . si,,, LP) where Li is a sequence contained in S YZi for i < p and i,, . . . , i, 
is some permutation of 1,. . . , p. Now suppose that one of ~1,. . ,sp is never visited 
during the play (~U,~U+~,. . .). Then let a be the least j such that si, is never visited 
during (vu, yl,+i, . . .). Since si,, for b < a will be visited during (vu, v,+~, . . .), there 
will be some v 3 u such that L, =LVR(yo . . . vu) = (L~,si~,,Lt,Sj?,...,Sji’,L~) where 
for i 2 p, Li is a sequence contained in S - Zi and ji < p. But then tz,(L,.) = si,, 
and since we have proved that we always reach the Zi- target of L, during the play 
(Q+I,~I~+~ ,... ), we must visit s;, during (~I~,v~+I,. ..). Thus for every u and every 
i < p, Si occurs in (vu, y1,+1,. . .). In particular, this means Z1 C perm(p) G Zl. Thus, 
fb is a LVR winning strategy for Black from Y as claimed. 
Note that Eq. (28) represents an algorithm to compute fb with inputs f,, . . , j,, 
and fz. It is easy to see that we could represent fb by a (/Zi 1 + 1) x ) VI array in 
this subcase since fb(L, r]) depends only on the Zi -target of L. It then easily follows 
that in either subcase, we can compute f, and fb in &(I21 I[,!?\) steps given Xz,.m,B, 
fz,, YZ,? +,},S-z+ fi and gi for i = 1,. . . ,p. Thus it takes O((2p + 1)IEl) steps 
to compute Wins(gM ), WinR(YM) and the L VR winning strategies fh and f, in this 
case. q 
In a subsequent paper, we shall give several other special forms for the set of win- 
ning sets 52 which ensure that we can solve any McNaughton game $9~ = (G,S, Q) 
in O(ISlklEI) for some fixed k. For example, it is easy to modify the proof the of 
Theorem 5.6 to show that if 52 is a union of disjoint intervals, then we can solve 
any McNaughton game 9~ = (G, S, Q) in O(k jS( (El) where k is the number of 
intervals. 
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